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Abstract

Abstract
Plasmonics with heavily doped semiconductor nanocrystals (NCs) is an emerging field in NC
science. However, impurity doping of NCs remains far from trivial and is, as yet, dominated
by a low chemical control over the incorporated dopant atoms. An appealing alternative is
vacancy doping, where the formation of vacancies in the structure is responsible for an
increased carrier density and elegantly circumvents the issues related to impurity doping. Due
to high carrier densities of around 1021cm-3 localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs) in
the near infrared (NIR) are expected, and as such highlighted to close the gap between
conventionally doped NCs and noble metal nanoparticles. Copper chalcogenide NCs, namely
copper sulfide (Cu2-xS), copper selenide (Cu2-xSe), and copper telluride (Cu2-xTe), are an
attractive example of vacancy doped semiconductor NCs, with spectra dominated by intense
NIR resonances. Within this study thorough experimental evidence has been given to prove
the plasmonic nature of those NIR resonances. By presenting typical plasmonic
characteristics, such as refractive index sensitivity of the LSPR, its intrinsic size dependence,
plasmon dynamics, or interparticle plasmon coupling, the LSPRs in copper chalcogenide NCs
have unambiguously been identified. The chemical nature of vacancy doping turns out to
deliver an additional, highly attractive means of control over the LSPR in vacancy doped
copper chalcogenide NCs. Through chemical tailoring of the copper vacancy density via
controlled oxidation and reduction, as shown in this study, a reversible tuning of the LSPR
over a wide range of frequencies in the NIR (1000 - 2000 nm) becomes feasible. This
highlights copper chalcogenide NCs over conventional plasmonic materials. Notably, the
complete suppression of the LSPR uncovers the excitonic features present only in the purely
semiconducting, un-doped NCs and reveals the unique option to selectively address excitons
and highly tunable LSPRs in one material (bandgap Eg~1.2 eV). As such, copper
chalcogenide NCs appear to hold as an attractive material system for the investigation of
exciton plasmon interactions. Indeed, a quenching of the excitonic transitions in the presence
of the developing LSPR is demonstrated within this work, with a full recovery of the initial
excitonic properties upon its suppression. A theoretical study on the shape dependent
plasmonic properties of Cu2-xTe NCs reveals a deviation from the usual Drude model and
suggests that the carriers in vacancy doped copper chalcogenide NCs cannot be treated as
fully free. On the other hand, the Lorentz model of localized oscillators appears to account for
the weak shape dependence, as observed experimentally, indicating an essential degree of
localization of the carriers in vacancy doped copper chalcogenide NCs.
Taken together, this work delivers a huge step toward the complete optical and structural
characterization of plasmonic copper chalcogenide NCs. The advantages of semiconductor
NC chemistry have been exploited to provide access to novel plasmonic shapes, such as
tetrapods that have not been feasible to produce so far. A precise size, shape and phase control
presents the basis for this study, and together with a thorough theoretical investigation
delivers important aspects to uncover the tunable plasmonic properties of vacancy doped
copper chalcogenide NCs.
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Kurzfassung

Kurzfassung
Plasmonik mit hochdotierten Halbleiternanokristallen ist ein wachsendes Feld. Das Dotieren
von Halbleiternanokristallen jedoch stellt sich, aufgrund der geringen Kontrolle über die
eingebauten Fremdatome, als schwierig dar. Eine reizvolle Alternative sind selbstdotierende
Halbleitermaterialien, die aufgrund von Störstellenformation eine extrem erhöhte
Ladungsträgerdichte aufweisen. Somit können die anfallenden synthetischen Schwierigkeiten
des herkömmlichen Dotierens elegant umgangen werden. Kupferchalkogenid Nanokristalle,
nämlich Kupfersulfid (Cu2-xS), Kupferselenid (Cu2-xSe) und Kupfertellurid (Cu2-xTe) sind
interessante Kandidaten solcher selbstdotierender Halbleiter. Mit Ladungsträgerdichten im
Bereich von ~1021cm-3 sind Partikelplasmonen im Nahinfraroten (NIR) zu erwarten. In dieser
Arbeit wurde der plasmonische Charakter dieser Resonanzen im NIR identifiziert indem
verschiedene plasmonische Eigenschaften getestet wurden. Dazu gehören die Empfindlichkeit
des Partikelplasmons gegenüber dem Brechungsindex des umgebenden Mediums, die
Größenabhängigkeit, die Ladungsträgerdynamik und die Kopplung der Partikelplasmonen.
Selbstdotierende Kupferchalkogenid Nanokristalle schließen mit Plasmonenresonanzen im
NIR die Lücke zwischen metallischen Nanopartikeln, mit Plasmonenresonanzen im
sichtbaren und dotierten Halbleiternanokristallen, mit Plasmonenresonanzen im Fern- bis
Mittelinfraroten. Der chemische Charakter der Selbstdotierung durch Störstellenformation
bringt eine extrem ansprechende Möglichkeit zur Kontrolle über die Plasmonenresonanz mit
sich. Durch das chemische Manipulieren der Störstellendichte kann die Ladungsträgerdichte
und somit die Plasmonenresonanz über einen weiten Frequenzbereich (1000-2000 nm) gezielt
abgestimmt werden. Die komplette Unterdrückung der Plasmonenresonanz legt die
exzitonischen Charakteristika der undotierten Nanokristalle frei und demonstriert somit die
Möglichkeit in Kupferchalkogeniden selektiv auf Exzitonen und Partikelplasmonen zugreifen
zu können (Bandlücke Eg~1.2 eV). Somit erscheinen Kupferchalkogenid Nanokristalle als
interessante Materialsysteme für die Untersuchung von Exziton-Plasmon Wechselwirkungen.
Tatsächlich wurde in dieser Arbeit ein Einfluss des sich entwickelnden Partikelplasmons auf
die exzitonischen Eigenschaften festgestellt, der durch die komplette Unterdrückung des
Plasmons wieder rückgängig gemacht werden kann. Obwohl in dieser Arbeit den
Kupferchalkogenid Nanokristallen typische plasmonische Eigenschaften nachgewiesen
werden konnten, zeigt eine theoretische Untersuchung eine Abweichung vom üblichen
Drude-Modell auf. Weiterhin wurde gezeigt, dass die schwache Morphologieabhängigkeit der
Plasmonenresonanzen besser zu beschreiben ist mit dem Lorentz-Model für lokalisierte
Oszillatoren und somit einen gewissen Anteil an Lokalisation der Ladungsträger in
Kupferchalkogeniden vorschlägt.
Zusammenfassend wurde in dieser Arbeit ein großer Schritt zum Verständnis der optischen
und strukturellen Eigenschaften von plasmonischen Kupferchalkogenid Nanokristallen getan.
Die Vorteile der Halbleiternanokristall Chemie wurden ausgenutzt, um den Zugang zu neuen
plasmonischen Morphologien, wie Tetrapoden zu ermöglichen. Die präzise Kontrolle über
Größe, Form und Phase bilden die Basis dieser Arbeit, um zusammen mit einer theoretischen
Untersuchung die wichtigsten Aspekte der plasmonischen Eigenschaften von
Kupferchalkogenid Nanokristallen zu bestimmen.
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Introduction

I. Introduction

In the past an intensive growth of activities in the field of nanoparticle science has
emerged.[1-17] The changes of their optical properties, when reaching length scales of
nanometers, are of fundamental interest. Depending on the material investigated it is a
different cause that leads to their extraordinary optical characteristics. For semiconductor
nanocrystals (NCs) huge efforts have been made to synthesize highly sophisticated shapes,
thereby offering an excellent control over their morphology and composition.[14-16] The so
created novel nanostructures require an exact understanding of their size and shape dependent
optical properties.[1,3] In semiconductor NCs, it is the confinement of the electronic motion
to a length scale that is comparable to the exciton Bohr radius that results in a quantization of
the energy levels and leads to their exceptional optical characteristics.[3] Those make them
interesting candidates for a number of applications, such as lighting [18] or solar cells.[4,19]
In noble metal nanoparticles the optical properties are characterized by a completely different
process. When reaching sizes in the nanometer regime strong resonances are observed arising
from the collective oscillations of the electrons in the conduction band.[5,13] These
oscillations can be stimulated by an electromagnetic wave resulting in the so called localized
surface plasmon resonance (LSPR).[5,13] Due to their remarkable light scattering and
absorption properties plasmonic nanoparticles attract an ever growing attention, finding
application in biosensing,[20,21] spectroscopy techniques, such as surface enhanced Raman
spectroscopy (SERS),[22] or photothermal therapy.[23] LSPRs have so far mostly been
investigated in noble metal nanostructures such as gold, silver or copper. Charge carrier
densities in the range of 1022–1023 cm−3 lead to LSPRs in the visible spectral range. Size and
geometry of those nanostructures largely influence the LSPR and provide to a certain degree
the tunability of the optical properties.[24] However, this tunability is limited to the stage of
synthesis. Thereafter the plasmon resonance is defined and may only be influenced to a small
extent by changes of the surrounding medium refractive index.[25] Considering that LSPRs
are not limited to metallic nanostructures only, but found in any nanostructure providing a
1
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sufficiently high free carrier density, doping appears to be an attractive alternative.[26,27]
Efforts to dope semiconductor NCs through the insertion of impurity atoms remains far from
trivial, as self-purification during NC growth expels the dopant atom from the crystal to the
surface.[28] Due to low carrier densities achieved in this way LSPRs in doped semiconductor
NCs are located in the mid to far IR.[20,29,30] A way to overcome these internal barriers is
vacancy doping, where vacancies in the structure are responsible for an increased carrier
density reaching values up to 1021cm-3.[26,29,31] This extremely high number of carriers
confined to a small volume gives rise to LSPRs located in the near-infrared (NIR). As such,
vacancy doped semiconductor NCs close the gap between conventional plasmonic and
impurity doped materials. Furthermore, vacancy doped semiconductor NCs may cover both,
semiconducting and metallic properties, depending on their level of doping. This is achieved
through the exact tailoring of the vacancy density in the structure and further delivers the
opportunity to effectively tune the LSPR.[20,27-35] It is the chemical nature of vacancy
doping that promises these attractive characteristics and highlights this type of plasmonic
material over conventional metallic nanostructures.[26,29,31,32,34]
Interesting candidates of vacancy doped semiconductor NCs are copper chalcogenides,
namely copper sulfide (Cu2-xS), copper selenide (Cu2-xSe), and copper telluride (Cu2-xTe). A
particularly interesting feature of copper chalcogenide NCs is their essential degree of doping
based on the formation of copper vacancies in the structure.[21,26,27,32,34,36-39] Within
this work it has been demonstrated that the high level of vacancy doping is responsible for an
increased carrier density that ultimately leads to LSPRs in the NIR. The experimental
evidence has been given by probing typical plasmonic characteristics, such as refractive index
sensing, size dependence, carrier dynamics, or interparticle plasmon coupling (chapter IV).
Another key feature of copper chalcogenide NCs is the possibility to chemically tailor the
copper vacancy density. This appealing characteristic allows the reversible tuning of the
LSPR over a wide range of frequencies, as demonstrated in chapter V. The control over the
vacancy density further facilitates to access excitons and plasmons in one structure,
depending on the level of doping. In copper chalcogenide NCs the LSPR comes close in
energy to the interband transitions (Eg~1.2eV).[40-42] Thus, a possible influence of the LSPR
on the interband transitions is conceivable and has been studied within this work (chapter V).
Shape dependent optical properties of copper chalcogenide NCs are provided in Chapter VI.
In comparison with theoretical models a basic understanding of the plasmon resonances in
this type of material is delivered, uncovering a deviation from the usual Drude model. For a
better comprehension of the main findings of this work, at first, a brief introduction to the
2
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theoretical background is provided. In particular the optical properties of semiconducting and
metallic nanoparticles, together with a discussion on vacancy doping in copper chalcogenides
is given in chapter II. This chapter concludes by presenting the state of research in the field of
copper chalcogenide NCs unveiling open questions, which provide the basis of this work. The
experimental techniques employed to address those points, together with a detailed
description of the sample preparation are summarized in chapter III. Chapter IV to VI present
the results obtained within this work, which concludes with a summary of the main findings
and an outlook to possible applications of vacancy doped copper chalcogenide NCs (chapter
VII).

3
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II. Vacancy doping in copper chalcogenide
nanocrystals: semiconducting and metallic
properties

Nanoscale materials are gaining an increasing attention due to their extraordinary optical
properties arising from the confinement in size. At the length scale of those nanosized
materials new properties result from scaling in the nanometer regime. In semiconductor NCs,
a striking property is the change of the optical spectra as a function of NC size. With reduced
sizes the electronic excitations shift to higher energies and most of the oscillator strength is
concentrated in a few transitions.[43] Similarly, scaling in the nanometer regime largely
influences the optical response of metallic nanoparticles, resulting in the so called localized
surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs).[44] Those are also size and shape dependent. While in
metal nanoparticles the optical properties are governed by the high charge carrier density
(~1022cm-3 in gold), it is the confinement of the electronic motion to a length scale that is
comparable to the exciton Bohr radius that is responsible for the exceptional optical properties
in semiconductor NCs.[13,44] By means of doping, it is possible to obtain an increased
carrier density also in semiconductor NCs. Nevertheless, the carrier densities stay far beyond
those of metals, and LSPRs in doped semiconductors are found in the far IR only. In copper
chalcogenide NCs, however, this limitation can be overcome. Here, vacancy doping leads to
carrier densities of ~1021cm-3. In the following chapter the basic principles of semiconductor
NC synthesis will be presented. Thereafter, theoretical concepts will be discussed covering
the exceptional optical properties of those nanosized objects. Later in this chapter, vacancy
doping in copper chalcogenides will be introduced and the state of research for copper
chalcogenide NCs given.

5
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II.1

Synthesis and optical properties of
semiconductor nanocrystals

II.1.1

Synthesis of semiconductor nanocrystals

Wet-chemical synthesis
Emerging advances in NC research allow for the precise synthesis of nanoscale structures
with defined geometries, monodisperse sizes, and exact composition. Representative
examples of NCs with various shapes and compositions are shown in Figure II-1.

Figure II-1 Representative examples of NCs of various shapes synthesized within
this work. From left to right: Cu 2- x S nanowires, spheres, disks, and CdS
nanorods.

Generally, it is the combination of reactants and organic capping ligands that determines the
reaction and controls the shape of the NCs. Their synthesis is evoked by the dramatic decrease
in solvability of the reactants in solution leading to the supersaturation of the reaction
solution. This is followed by nucleation and growth of the NCs. These are the three stages that
control NC synthesis, ensure monodispersity and determine the shape.[13]
Supersaturation and nucleation in NC synthesis is triggered by the injection of a metalorganic precursor into a high boiling point coordinating solvent at sufficiently high
temperatures to decompose the reactants. These are the atomic species that constitute the NC
and are released rapidly to provoke the sudden supersaturation, finally leading to fast
nucleation.[8] In homogeneous nucleation the monomers combine in solution to form the
nuclei. When the concentration of precursors drops below a critical level no further nuclei are
formed. Thereafter, molecular addition leads to NC growth, which occurs until the
equilibrium concentration is reached.[13] Consumption of the reactants via NC growth
prevents that new nuclei are formed and the NCs grow evenly. This largely influences size
distribution and shape of the NCs.[13] Monodisperse NCs are produced when there is a
6
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temporally discrete nucleation event where all nuclei are formed at once followed by a slower
growth on the existing nuclei.[2] Monodispersity can be ensured by stopping the reaction
rapidly at a certain stage of reaction. The nucleation process also determines anisotropic
growth.[13] The choice of appropriate ligands, according to their binding strength to certain
crystallographic facets of the NCs is a key factor here.[14] If the surface ligands bind more
strongly to certain facets, those may be blocked. This promotes the growth in specific
crystallographic directions only.[8,45] As the synthesis of NCs is controlled through kinetics,
the synthesis can be stopped at any stage to allow a metastable shape to be frozen in before
equilibrium is reached.[14]

Ion exchange reactions in nanocrystals
Insertion and exchange of ions leading to chemical transformations in semiconducting NCs is
known for many years [46-48] and has been proven to occur in diverse structures at room
temperature.[47,49,50] This complete exchange enables to move from one crystal lattice with
certain composition, crystal structure, and defined optical properties to a completely different
material.[46-50] Reactions as such, involving chemical transformations, are for bulk material
very slow because of high activation energies, i.e., high temperatures or pressures to force the
reaction. Those reaction parameters are incompatible with kinetically controlled nonequilibrium structures as NCs.[49] But for crystals in nanometer size the surface to volume
ratio changes kinetics and mechanisms such as to enable similar reactions at ambient
conditions.[49] In cation exchange reactions, shape and size of the initial NC is preserved
even over multiple complete exchange cycles.[47,49,51] As such, ion exchange is an
interesting alternative for the synthesis of certain types of NCs were the direct one pot
synthesis of precise shapes with wet-chemical methods is not developed to date.

II.1.2

Optical properties of semiconductor nanocrystals

Typically, NCs reach dimension of a few nanometers only. This confinement in size alters
their optical properties significantly with respect to the bulk material. In bulk-like crystals the
properties are size independent and only dependent on the chemical composition. When
reaching the nanometer regime, however, the size of the particle influences the properties of
the crystal. In metals, a number of important physical properties can be described by the free
electron model, that is, the valence electrons of the crystal atoms move nearly free through the
volume of the metal.[52] However, in semiconductors the electrostatic potential of the ion
cores influences the valence electrons in a crystal. Here, the concept of free electrons has to
7
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be expanded taking the periodic potential of the lattice into account. This results in bands of
electronic states in the energy space separated by forbidden regions, the so called
bandgap.[52,53] In the following, the quantum mechanical solution of the Schrödinger
equation for the free electron will be presented; thereafter the influence of the periodic
potential will be introduced. Generally the Schrödinger equation is given by

. By

only taking into account the kinetic energy

, the

with the impuls p being

Schrödinger equation can be written as:[52,53]
(II-1)
En gives the energy of the free electron in the nth energy level. With the appropriate boundary
conditions for the wavefunction, Εψn(0) = 0 and ψn(L) = 0, the solution of the Schrödinger
equation in three dimensions is given as[52,53]

⃗

(II-2)

⃗

( )

with the components of the wavevector being
.

(II-3)

This leads to the energy levels for free electrons as a function of k, where m depicts the
electron mass:[52,53]
(

⃗

)

(II-4)

The stationary Schödinger equation by taking into account the periodic potential of the bulk
crystal with lattice constant a and potential V, with V(x) = V(x+a), can be solved by:[52]

⃗

( )

⃗

( )

⃗

(II-5)

The Eigenfunction of the wave equation of a periodic potential is the product of a plane wave
⃗

⃗

and a periodic function
(

⃗

( ) with the same periodicity as the lattice:

) This is also known as Bloch’s theorem.[52,53]
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A physical picture describes a propagating wave through a periodic crystal in one dimension
with lattice constant a that is disturbed by Bragg reflection. The Bragg condition is given as
follows:[52,53]
(⃗

(II-6)

)

In one dimension the condition becomes:[52,53]
(II-7)
with n = 1, 2, 3, … . The first reflection occurs at
appears. The region in ⃗ -space between

and

. Here also the first energy gap
is called the first Brillouin zone (BZ).

The branches of the parabola extending into the 2nd BZ may be folded back into the 1st BZ,
this is called the reduced zone scheme. The Bragg reflection at

, produces standing

waves in the crystal. These are determined by the linear combination of a left and a right
propagating wave.[52,53] This leads to a probability distribution of electron density either
concentrated around the positive ion cores, which means that the average potential energy will
be lower than for a free traveling wave, or between the ion cores, effectively increasing the
potential energy. The energy difference between the standing waves is responsible for an
energy gap. This effectively means that solutions to Schrödinger's equation are allowed at
certain energies, while others are not.[52,53] The range of energies with no solution is
referred to as the bandgap, which energetically separates the highest occupied energy level in
the conduction band (CB) and the lowest unoccupied energy level in the valence band (VB)
with the bandgap energy Eg. At T = 0K the VB is fully occupied while the CB is completely
empty. In semiconductors with a direct bandgap the band edges of VB and CB will be in the
centre of the Brillouin zone. The threshold frequency for continuous absorption in a
semiconductor determines the bandgap of the semiconductor with Eg = ħωp. It can be well
characterized with absorption spectroscopy. A photon with energy larger than the bandgap is
absorbed and excites an electron from the VB to the CB leaving a hole behind in the
VB.[52,53]
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Effective mass
Electron and hole are quasiparticles with an ascribed effective mass

. The effective mass

describes the influence of the crystal lattice on the electron/hole. It basically describes that an
electron travelling through a periodic potential will be accelerated through an external electric
or magnetic field as if it had an effective mass

.[52,53] The dispersion relation for small

values of k can be assumed to be parabolic. From (II-4) we see that the coefficient of k2
determines the curvature of

⃗

as
⃗

(II-8)

which determines the electron effective mass. At k = 0 it can be taken as constant.[52,53]
Usually it is given as units of the vacuum electron mass me.

Exciton Bohr radius
After light absorption a bound electron-hole pair is formed due to Coulomb interaction,
known as exciton. The Hamilton of an exciton can be written as:
|

|

(II-9)

This is the same Hamilton operator as for the hydrogen atom, thus, similar as for hydrogen, a
Bohr radius, the so called exciton Bohr radius may be determined as:
(II-10)

with

. Together with an effectively smaller dielectric constant the exciton Bohr

radii are in the range of a few nanometer. Thus, excitons may be delocalized over several
thousand of atoms in the lattice. Absorption into an exciton occurs below the bandgap with a
lower energy, equal to the binding energy of the exciton.[52]

Quantized energy levels in semiconductor nanocrystals
When the size of a semiconductor crystallite, such as a NC, comes close to the dimensions of
the exciton Bohr radius of the material, the optical properties become size dependent. The
carriers are confined by the boundaries of the material and the continuous electronic state
densities of VB and CB become quantized/discrete, rather comparable to molecular electronic
structures. This effect is known as the quantum size effect.[3] It results from the quantization
of the bulk bands due to its finite dimensions, i.e., the VB and CB will be quantized into
10
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discrete energy hole and electron levels.[52] The resulting optical spectra are therefore a
series of discrete electronic transitions rather than a broad continuous absorption. These
discrete energy levels are sensitive to the level of confinement and with this they are strongly
size dependent.[3] A spherical NC can to a good approximation be described by considering
an electron in a spherical potential well with infinite potential barriers. This leads to a
quantization of the electron and hole levels, as given by

(II-11)

with the angular momentum quantum number l,

the electron and hole effective mass, R

is the NC radius, Φl,n is the nth root of the spherical Bessel function.[3,52] From (II-11) we
see a 1/R2 size dependence. The total energy difference is increasing with decreasing NCs
size, resulting in a blue-shift of the absorption onset.[3]
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II.2 Plasmon resonances in metallic nanoparticles

When metallic particles with diameters small with respect to the incoming wavelength
interact with light, the oscillating field of the incoming electromagnetic wave excites the free
carriers in the material to oscillations, which are coherent with the incoming wave.[44]

Figure II-2 Schematical depiction of the collective oscillations of the electrons
in a metallic nanoparticle. When the electromagnetic wave penetrates the metal
the electrons oscillate with the incoming electric field relative to the positive
cores. This induced dipole itself creates an electromagnetic field that produces
radiation.

The carriers are displaced with respect to the nuclei, which results in a restoring force. As a
consequence this leads to net charges at the nanoparticles surface.[44] This is shown
schematically in Figure II-2. At a certain frequency, which depends on the nanoparticle size,
pronounced absorption is found. This resonance is commonly termed the localized surface
plasmon resonance (LSPR).[44] It can be detected as enhanced intensity in the scattering
spectrum of the particle. For metallic nanoparticles with sizes of tens to hundreds of
nanometers such as gold and silver this plasmon resonance is found in the visible spectral
range.[44]
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The surface plasmon has two decay channels. One is the radiation of energy in form of an
electromagnetic wave, analogous to a Hertz dipole. In the far field of the particle this is
detected as scattered light.[44] On the other hand absorption takes place. Both processes are
included in the extinction cross section (Cext), i.e., the sum of scattering cross section (Cscat)
and absorption cross section (Cabs):

(II-12)
Both depend on the polarizability α of the nanoparticles, which includes the dielectric
function of the metal.[44]

Drude model
Drude ascribed the thermal as well as the electrical properties of metals to the motion of
electrons based on the kinetic gas theory.[54] He was considering the electrons as quasi-free.
That is, the electrons move nearly free between collisions without interactions among them or
with the cores. After an elastic scattering event with lattice defects or phonons, the electrons
move with a constant velocity.[54] This idea was further developed by Arnold Sommerfeld
and is valid if the electronic and optical properties are determined by the conduction electrons
alone.[54] Based on this, the response of metals to an external electric field is described by
the Drude-Lorentz-Sommerfeld model (in the following termed Drude model), where only
electrons of the conduction band contribute to an answer to an external electric field. The
macroscopic effect is described by multiplying the effect of a single electron by the electron
density.[44] For metals, the low energy values are well described by the Drude model. At
higher energies there are contributions to the optical spectra ascribed to interband transitions.
Those excitations of electrons from lower bands to the conduction band are neglected in this
model.[44,54]
In the Drude approach, the incoming electromagnetic wave is considered to drive the free
carriers to oscillations following the frequency of the incoming field. The free carriers are
displaced with respect to the positive core, which leads to Coulomb attraction acting as a
restoring force for the electrons.[44,54] The carriers oscillate with the driving frequency of
the electromagnetic wave. In a classic picture it can be described by a harmonic oscillator
with damping constant γ = 1/τ. For bulk metals the damping constant is proportional to the
Fermi velocity vF of the metal and inversely proportional to the bulk mean free path l∞
(γ = vF/l∞).[44] When the object of observation becomes smaller than the bulk mean free path
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(2R < l∞, with R being the radius) a finite size effect comes into play.[24,44] This effect will
be discussed later in this chapter. The response of a metal to an external field can be described
by assuming the electric field of an electromagnetic wave travelling in x direction with a
polarization along z direction. The magnetic field contribution can be neglected as the
magnetic permeability is assumed to be unity in the visible spectral region.[44] With
⃗

⃗

(II-13)

the equation of motion of an electron with mass me and charge e is given by:

⃗

(II-14)

.

The solution of this equation is:[44]

( )

(

)

⃗

(II-15)

The microscopic dipole moment p is connected to the polarization P with a carrier density
via:

(II-16)

And the frequency dependent polarization P(ω) is connected to the frequency dependent
dielectric function by the following equation:[44]

( )

( )
⃗

(II-17)

This finally leads to the complex dielectric function:

( )

(

)

(
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)
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Where
(II-19)

is the bulk plasma frequency ωp, with ε0 the vacuum permittivity.[44] To account for
interactions of the electrons with the lattice the electron effective mass m* is used instead of
me. Finally the frequency dependent dielectric function can be written as:[54]

( )

( )

( )

(
(

)
)

(II-20)
(

)

The damping of the collective oscillations is due to scattering of the electrons at electrons,
phonons, lattice defects or impurities. In the free electron theory the damping constant is
given by the inverse of the scattering time of the electron:[44]

(II-21)

As already mentioned, the Drude theory neglects electrons in the valence band and thereby
inter- and intraband transitions, which have a significant contribution to the dielectric
response of the material at higher photon energies. However, it well describes the region
where electrons only contribute to the optical spectra.
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In Figure II-2 the modeled Cext of a 40 nm gold sphere is given. The calculated spectra
represent a pronounced resonance corresponding to the LSPR of the 40 nm diameter gold
sphere at ~530 nm. The spectra were calculated using on the one hand the empirical bulk
dielectric function of gold [55] (dashed line) as input for the simulation, and on the other hand
the Drude dielectric function (solid line). While both represent the LSPR, the region of
interband transitions (below ~450 nm) are not represented in the Drude model. Nevertheless,
the Drude model delivers good results close to the plasmon resonance, if the contribution of
core transitions does not affect the spectral signature in this region.

Figure II-3 Modeled extinction cross section for a gold sphere of 40 nm diameter
in water using the Drude dielectric function (solid line) and the bulk dielectric
function [55] (dashed line) as input data. Both show a resonance peak at
~530 nm. For the Drude model only the region of free carrier absorption is
represented, while the region of interband transitions (bel ow ~450 nm) is
neglected. For the modeling of the sphere, the BEMAX program based on the
boundary element method has been used. [24,56,57]

Mie theory
The analytical solution of the response of a small metallic sphere to electromagnetic radiation
within the frame of electrodynamics was first described by Gustave Mie. In 1908 [58] he
solved Maxwell's equations by choosing appropriate boundary conditions and used multipole
expansions of the electric and magnetic field with the input parameters particle size, and
optical material functions of the particle and the surrounding medium.[44] In the following
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the general solution of this method will be described for particles much smaller than the
incoming light wave, i.e., R << λ (quasi-static regime). For spherical particles the Cext is given
as:[44]

)

∑(

with

(

)

(II-22)

and aL and bL being the scattering coefficients. These are functions of the size

parameter α of the particle:[44]
(
(
(
(

where

)
)
)
)

( )
( )
( )
( )

(
(

) ( )
) ( )
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(
(

) ( )
) ( )

(II-24)

, and n is the complex index of refraction of the particle and nm is the real index

of refraction of the surrounding medium. With n, the dielectric function of the bulk material
( )

( )

( ) is included. α is defined as:

(II-25)

and

are related to Ricatti-Bessel cylindrical functions, where the prime indicates the

first derivative with respect to the argument.[44] L is the summation index. It gives the order
of spherical multipole excitations in the particle. Thus, L = 1 stands for dipolar fields, L = 2
to quadrupolar fields and so on.[44] For small particles only dipolar contributions, i.e, with
L = 1 play a dominant role. Thus, in the dipolar regime Cext for a spherical particle is
simplified to:[24]

⁄

( )
( ( )

)
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εm is the surrounding dielectric constant, ε(ω) is the dielectric function of the particle. V is the
particle volume. Cext has a resonance where ( ( )

)

( ) is minimal. When

( ) is small this condition gives:[44]
( )

(II-27)

Influence of solvent refractive index on the LSPR

Figure II-4 BEMAX modeling of a 40 nm gold sphere in different environments,
water, ethanol, and iso-propanol, using the empirical bulk dielectric function of
gold [55]. The refractive indices are di fferent for the three solvents and
depicted in the upper right corner. Inset: LSPR peak position vs. refractive
index. For the modeling, the BEMAX program based on the boundary element
method has been used.[24,56,57]

Equation (II-27) shows the influence of the surrounding medium refractive index n (n2 = εm)
on the dielectric function of the material and with this, the dependence of the plasmon
resonance on the refractive index n of the surrounding medium.[25] An increased medium
dielectric constant results in a decrease of the Coulombic restoring force of the electron cloud,
which in turn leads to a decrease of the plasmon frequency.[25] Figure II-4 shows the
calculated extinction cross sections for a 40 nm gold sphere in three different solvents, such as
iso-propanol, ethanol, and water, using the empirical bulk dielectric function of gold as input
data.[55] A red-shift of the LSPR with increasing refractive index of the solvent is observed.
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This shift is summarized in the inset of Figure II-4, where the maximum peak position is
plotted versus the refractive index of the respective solvent. The refractive index sensitivity of
the LSPR can be exploited in biosensing applications.[59,60]

Influence of nanoparticle size on the LSPR
With increasing size a higher number of carriers are present in the nanoparticle contributing to
the plasmonic properties. Thus, the extinction of the particle increases with its volume, as
seen from Mie extinction cross section (Formula (II-26)) in the dipolar limit.[44]

Figure II-5 Calculated extinction spectra for gold nanospheres of different sizes,
a) 5 nm radius, b) 20 nm radius, and c) 40 nm radius. The extinction cross
section is given in black, scattering and absorption cross sections are given in
red and blue, respectively. For bigger nanoparticles, the extinction is higher
and the contribution of scattering to the extinction spectrum gains more
importance. For the modeling, the BEMAX program based on the boundary
element method has been used. [24,56,57]

Figure II-5 shows the calculated extinction spectra of gold nanospheres of varying sizes of
5 nm, 20 nm, and 40 nm radius (Figure II-5a, b, and c, respectively). The overall extinction
increases with nanoparticle size. Further, an increased scattering contribution for larger
particles is observed, while for the 5 nm radius particle only absorption contributes to the
extinction spectrum. When the particle size becomes close to the wavelength of the incoming
light, phase retardation effects lead to a red-shift of the plasmon resonance.[24] The
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nanoparticles no longer are homogeneously polarized by the electric field of light. This results
in higher order oscillation modes that contribute to the extinction spectrum and result in
additional peaks (not shown here), as well as broadening of the spectra due to a loss in phase
coherence.
For particles much smaller than the incoming light wave, i.e., R << λ (quasi-static regime),
the extinction cross section in Mie theory becomes independent of the particle volume.[44]
This

is

in

contrast

to

observations

found

experimentally

for

small

metallic

nanoparticles.[61,62] To account for size effects within the Mie theory it has been proposed
that electron scattering at the nanoparticle surface plays an enhanced role in such small
particles, as the mean free path of the conduction electron is larger than the particle
radius.[62,63] Thus, the carriers scatter with the surface elastically and by this lose coherence
more quickly. As a consequence the plasmon resonance will be broadened and red-shifted
with decreasing particle size.[62] It has been shown that the plasmon resonance bandwidth is
inversely proportional to the particle radius.[62,63] In the free electron Drude model γ is
introduced as a phenomenological damping constant. For the case of a perfectly free electron
gas it is equal to the plasmon absorption bandwidth Γ, provided that γ << ω.[62] As already
described above, the damping of electrons (γ0) is due to collisions of the coherent electron
oscillations with electrons, phonons or lattice defects. To account for surface scattering in
nanoparticles that are smaller than the mean free path of the electrons an additional term has
to be included. Then γ(R) accounts for the size dependence as: [62]

( )

(II-28)

where vF is the Fermi velocity of the electrons. As this effect is a size effect dependent on the
dielectric function itself it is considered as an intrinsic size effect, with respect to the extrinsic
effects of particles with larger radius R.[62,63]

Influence of nanoparticle shape on the LSPR: ellipsoids
Due to the high symmetry of a spherical particle, the excitation of the LSPR is independent of
the polarization of excitation. In rods however, light polarization plays a significant role as
two main directions can be identified: along the main axis of the rod or perpendicular to it
(sketch in Figure II-6b). Indeed, for gold nanorods, the extinction spectrum splits into two
bands, corresponding to the oscillations along (longitudinal or L-band) and perpendicular to
the long axis (transverse or T-band).[62]
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Figure II-6 BEMAX calculated extinction cross section s for a gold nanorod of
5 nm width and 21 nm total length. Two distinct bands are observed, the higher
energy band at ~510 nm is called the transverse or T-band and attributed to the
oscillations perpendicular to the long axis of the nanorod. The low energy band
at ~890 nm is more intense and arises due to the plasmon oscillations along the
nanorod axis (longitudinal or L -band). a) Calculated extinction spectrum
averaged over all possible excitation directions. This is coming close to an
ensemble measurement of nanorods in solution. b) Separate excitation of the
nanorod along the nanorods axis (L -band, blue solid line) and perpendicular to
is (T-band, blue dashed line).

Figure II-6 depicts the calculated extinction cross section of a gold nanorod of 5 nm width and
21 nm length. The aspect ratio (AR) has been set to 4.1. Figure II-6a shows the averaged
extinction spectrum. A typical measurement of unordered nanoparticles in solution is an
average over all possible excitation directions, thus, the averaged extinction spectrum is a
close representation of an ensemble measurement in solution. Figure II-6b shows the
extinction spectrum of gold nanorods separately excited along (longitudinal or L-band) and
perpendicular to the long axis (transverse or T-band) of the nanorod. The longitudinal
plasmon mode is strongly red-shifted with respect to the transverse mode. The L-band
depends on the AR. It increases and red-shifts with increasing AR, while the short axis
plasmon resonance (T-band) is only weakly dependent on the particle’s AR.[64]
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For ellipsoid particles the Mie theory might be extended according to R. Gans [65], calculated
in the quasi-static regime for ellipsoid particles:

⁄

(

∑

)

( ( )

( )
)

( )

(II-29)

Pj are the depolarization factors for the three axes j = A, B, and C of the particle with
A > B = C.[62]
[

(

)

]

(II-30)

(II-31)

with the aspect ratio AR being included in the formula as:

√

( )

(II-32)

√

Within this formulation it becomes clear that the different axis of the ellipsoid contribute
differently to the nanoparticle spectrum. Two distinct bands arise from excitation along the
long axis of the ellipsoid (A) and perpendicular to it (B and C).[64]

Other shapes: Discrete-dipole approximation
The Mie theory regards solely spherical particles.[58] Later this theory was extended for
ellipsoidal particles.[65] Even more sophisticated shapes do not allow to solve Maxwell’s
equations analytically.[66] For nanoparticles of arbitrary geometry the discrete dipole
approximation (DDA) is a powerful technique to calculate scattering (Csca) and absorption
cross sections (Cabs). The basic idea of the DDA is the approximation of a continuous particle
by a finite number of dipoles organized in a cubic lattice.[67] The inspiration goes back to
Lorentz who in 1909 showed that the dielectric properties of metals are related to the
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polarizabilities α of its individual atoms. The Clausius-Mossotti (or Lorentz-Lorenz) relation,
when assuming the atoms are located on a cubic lattice, accounts for the dipole moment that
each atom carries when interacting with an external electric field ⃗ .[52,67] Then, the local
electric field ⃗
field ⃗

at an atom can be expressed as the superposition of the external surrounding

and the fields of the surrounding induced dipoles ⃗

. The Clausius-Mossotti

relation by taking into account the embedding medium dielectric constant εm is given
as:[44,52]
(
(

)
)

(II-33)

This equation relates the microscopic polarizability α to the macroscopic dielectric function ε
of the material. This solution in the quasi-static regime is a good estimate for sufficiently
small particles and gives reasonable results in small size ranges. However, it needs to be
extended considerably for larger particles and particles of arbitrary shapes.[24]
The DDA is a numerical method which may be used to describe the extinction spectra of
metal nanoparticles of any given shape.[24] A continuous material is approximated as discrete
elements that are polarized by the superposition of the external electric field and the
polarization of the surrounding elements.[24,67] The dipole moments

of the element j

centered in rj with dipolar polarizability αj are acquired in response to a local electric field
⃗ ( ):[67]
⃗ ( )

The local field is composed of the incident field ( ⃗

(II-34)

⃗

(⃗ ⃗

)) plus each

contribution of the other N-1 dipoles:

⃗ ( )

⃗

∑
(II-35)

where

is the electric field at rj that is due to the dipole

at location rk.[67] The metal

dielectric constant and that of the surrounding medium are contained in the polarizabilities αj.
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Finally the extinction cross section is given as follows:

|

|

∑

(⃗

)

(II-36)

From this the absorption and scattering cross sections can be calculated.[67] Calculations with
the DDA are an intensive numerical effort because of the large number of coupling terms.[24]
It has advantages when addressing very complex geometries such as tetrapods, as will be
shown later in this work.

Electromagnetic field enhancement and interparticle coupling
So far the discussion has focused on the far-field properties of metallic materials. However,
for certain properties taking place in the close vicinity of the nanoparticle, it is the
electromagnetic field at or near the particle’s surface that counts.[66] The enhanced electric
field created in close vicinity of the particle’s surface due to the plasmon oscillation, decays
exponentially with distance to the surface.[68] In Figure II-7 the near-field enhancement
(NFE) maps for the same gold nanorod of 5 nm width and 21 nm total length, as given in
Figure II-6, excited with the polarization perpendicular (left image) and along (right image)
the long axis of the nanorod at the respective extinction maximum as determined from Figure
II-6 are given. The enhancement factors for the T-band and L-band are ~4 and ~90,
respectively. Such high enhancement factors may be exploited for applications such as
surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS).[69]

Figure II-7 NFE maps for the same gold nanorod of 5 nm width and 21 nm total
length, as given in Figure II-6, upon excitation of the T-band (left image) and Lband (right image).
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Interparticle plasmon coupling is a result of the strong interaction between plasmonic
particles, when close enough together so that the near-fields of the particles overlap. The
coupling through the electrostatic field of the particles, depending on the orientation of the
polarization of the particle with respect to each other, leads to red- or blue-shifted spectra of
the coupling particles with respect to the isolated ones.[70,71] The coupling-induced shifts
can be controlled with interparticle distance and number of particles involved in the
coupling.[71] Interparticle plasmon coupling finds application in biosensing or SERS.[72]

Plasmon dynamics in metallic nanoparticles
The plasmon dynamics can be probed by using transient absorption spectroscopy with an
intense laser pulse exposed to the sample, followed by a weak probe pulse monitoring the
temporal evolution of the system. Differential spectra show a non-linearity in the region of the
surface plasmon resonance caused by an optically induced broadening of the surface plasmon
due to an increase in electron and lattice temperature.[5,13] The bandwidth of the plasmon
resonance is a measure of the dephasing of the coherent oscillations of the electron gas.
Increased electron or lattice temperature leads to changes in its collision frequency and with
this to a broadening of the plasmon resonance.[73]
After the initial excitation with an intense laser pulse energetic electrons are created that
thermalize via electron-electron scattering. The new Fermi distribution results in a carrier gas
with higher temperature than the lattice.[5,13] This is observed as an initial rise in the
kinetics.[5,13] Thereafter, two distinct temporal dynamics, on the time scale of picoseconds
for the short–time dynamics and hundreds of picoseconds for the long-time dynamics are
detected. Those temporal evolutions are assigned to elevated temperatures of the carrier gas
(initial decay) and the lattice (second decay) induced by the pump-pulse.[73,74] While the
first decay is ascribed to the temperature equilibration of the electron gas due to electronphonon scattering evoking an elevated lattice temperature, the second decay is related to the
cooling of lattice via phonon-phonon scattering with the surrounding medium.[73,74] The
difference between the time constants of electron and lattice heating is understood in the
difference between electronic and lattice heat capacity which differs in about two orders of
magnitude.[13]
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II.3

Vacancy-doped semiconductor nanocrystals:
copper chalcogenides

Localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs) have been highly investigated in recent years
focusing on noble metal nanostructures such as gold, silver or copper, with charge carrier
densities in the range of 1022–1023cm−3. In those structures the resonance frequency of the
plasmon resonance is determined at the stage of synthesis, with strong influence of their size
or shape on the plasmon frequency (as discussed in the previous chapter).[24,66,71]
Nevertheless, with a fixed carrier density the tunability of the plasmon resonance is very
limited. Unlike in metals, the LSPRs in vacancy doped, or degenerately doped materials can
be tailored by tuning their carrier density through the control over their doping level.[20,2735] This is connected to the stoichiometry of the crystal structure that in turn represents the
vacancy density. The formation of vacancies within the crystal structure causes a severely
increased charge carrier density up to about 1021cm-3. This initiates a character more
associated with a metal than a semiconductor.[26,29,31,32,34] To be more precise, the
stoichiometric compound, not possessing vacancies, exhibits purely semiconducting
properties, while the non-stoichiometric or deficient counterpart is dominated by metallic
character. A typical degenerate semiconductor is indium tin oxide (ITO). Its large bandgap of
4 eV makes it a transparent conducting candidate that is widely used in organic electronics.
ITO is a heavily-doped n-type semiconductor. An increase in carrier density and with this in
conductivity comes along with oxygen vacancies in the structure.[75-77] Those create extra
electrons that lead to an increase in the carrier density. Charge carrier densities are in the
range of ~1020-1021cm-3, depending on the number of oxygen vacancies in the structure.[77]
In spectroscopy, pronounced absorption in the NIR spectral range is attributed to free carrier
absorption.[77,78] Another prominent vacancy doped semiconductor is tungsten oxide
(WO3-δ), with a variety of discrete phases and precise stoichiometries, such as WO3, WO2.72,
WO2.8, or WO2.9.[31] With an oxygen deficiency of δ = 0.1, the transition from insulator to
metal takes place, indicating an increased charge carrier density.[79] The carrier density in
this material is determined to be ~1021cm-3 and is equal to twice the number of oxygen
vacancies.[79] Similar characteristics are found in the family of copper chalcogenides, namely
copper sulfide (Cu2-xS), copper selenide (Cu2-xSe), and copper telluride (Cu2-xTe), where
copper vacancies generate a highly increased carrier density. This material system will be
introduced in the following chapters.
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II.3.1

The role of stoichiometry, crystal structure and copper
vacancies

Copper chalcogenides, namely copper sulfide (Cu2-xS), copper selenide (Cu2-xSe), and copper
telluride (Cu2-xTe), show degenerate doping arising from copper vacancies in the structure.
(2-x) in the chemical formula depicts the stoichiometry factor which varies between 0 and
2.[36] The variation of x leads to different stoichiometries ascribed to precise crystal
structures. For Cu2-xS these structures include for example the Cu-rich chalcocite Cu2S or the
copper-poor covellite CuS with intermediate phases such as djurleite Cu1.97S or digenite
Cu1.8S.[36] These phases are of complex crystal structures and sometimes difficult to
distinguish. It took several years until it was accepted that beside chalcocite Cu2S a second
phase of comparable crystal structure, djurleite (Cu1.97S), exists. Due to large unit cells their
solution required a considerable effort.[80,81] In their selenium and tellurium counterpart
similar versatile phases are observed.[82] The copper deficient stoichiometries are formed due
to

thermodynamic

instabilities

of

the

stoichiometric

compound

to

ambient

conditions.[32,34,82,83] With a rather high free energy, with respect to the copper deficient
structures, it tends to relax into the thermodynamically favored structure, that is, the copper
deficient structure.[84] Indeed, it has been shown that structures of lower deficiency may be
obtained from the stoichiometric compounds (x = 0) under thermal treatment in air or anodic
oxidation.[85,86] The suggested process is explained by surface oxidation of Cu+ to Cu2+ with
oxygen binding to the surface, forming a copper oxide layer.[82-84,86,87] A detailed study
on Cu2-xSe NCs revealed that the exposure to ambient conditions evokes a solid state
conversion from the stoichiometric (x = 0) crystal structure to the copper-deficient (x > 0)
phase.[82] Accurately, in Cu2Se (x = 0) only Cu+ sites as well as Se2- binding sites in a
consistent bonding environment with a Cu:Se ratio of 2:1 has been shown via X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) studies. Evaluation of the solid state conversion to Cu2-xSe
(x > 0) revealed the appearance of mixed valences of Cu+ and Cu2+ upon air exposure.[82]
The Se sites were determined to show multiple oxidation states ranging from the selenide to
the oxide species, converted from the anion to the fully oxidized cation. Further, an increase
in surface atomic ratio of Cu to Se occurred upon oxidation. This suggests that solid-state
diffusion of cationic Cu from the particle core to the surface occurs, leading to an
accumulation of Cu at the surface likely forming copper oxides at the NCs surface.[82] The
given results suggest that the oxidation of Cu surface sites to Cu2+ establishes a chemical
potential gradient within the particle leading to a solid-state diffusion of cationic Cu from the
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particle core to the surface, making the particle core Cu deficient.[82] This process is very
likely, as in Cu2-xSe the copper ions are mobile and 2% of the conductivity results from ionic
conductivity.[88]

II.3.2

Physical properties of vacancy doped copper
chalcogenides

In agreement with degenerately doped material based on oxygen, conductivity has been found
to increase when moving from the stoichiometric to the deficient structure, i.e., from Cu2S,
with x = 0, towards CuS, with x = 2.[85] The selenide analogon to copper sulfide shows
similar behavior. Stoichiometric Cu2Se NCs with x = 0 fabricated into electronic devices
demonstrate purely semiconducting behavior.[82] With exposure to oxygen a 3000-fold
increase in conductivity is observed and a change to ohmic behavior with p-type conductivity.
Thus, the increase in conductivity is correlated to the change in stoichiometry, i.e., the copper
deficiency.[82] P-type conductivity in copper chalcogenides might occur because the
extraction of copper ions, i.e., the creation of copper vacancies, is accompanied by the
removal of electrons from the top of the valence band leading to excess holes.[40] In optical
measurements, the absorption in the NIR is increasing with x (from x = 0 to x = 2) and is
supposed to arise from free carriers in the structure.[85] The higher the extent of oxidation,
i.e., the larger x, the stronger the absorption detected from free carriers. Indeed, it has been
shown that the absorption by free carriers is to a good approximation proportional to the
copper deficiency and hence to the carrier concentration.[40] Copper chalcogenides are
indirect bandgap semiconductors with bandgaps in the region of ~1.2 eV depending on the
chalcogenide.[40-42] A particularly compelling characteristic of copper chalcogenides,
especially Cu2−xS, is the increase of the bandgap with copper deficiency x, ranging from
1.2 eV to 2 eV. The shift of the bandgap with the increasing number of copper vacancies has
been explained by the Moss–Burstein effect of heavily doped semiconductors.[89] The
Moss-Burstein effect is observed as a shift of the bandgap with increasing doping
concentration.[90,91] Upon the increase of copper vacancies, electrons are removed from the
top of the valence band, reaching a degenerate level of doping, the Fermi level moves below
the valence band edge. Thus, higher photon energies are required to excite electrons from the
Fermi level to the conduction band edge. With this, an apparently higher bandgap is
observed.[90,91]
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II.4

Copper chalcogenide nanocrystals: State of
research and open questions

In recent years copper sulfide (Cu2-xS) NCs have attracted an increasing attention due to their
prospective application in energy related fields. Specifically the exceptionally low bandgap of
~1.2 eV has been highlighted, suggesting Cu2-xS NCs as absorber material in photovoltaic
devices. Further, the non-toxicity and earth abundance of the elements has been stressed with
respect to large scale application.[92,93] Indeed, in 2008 Wu et al.[92] reported on a
solution-processed Cu2S/CdS NC solar cell with 1.6 % power conversion efficiency.[92]
Their incorporation into solar related devices clearly demands an exact understanding of their
optical and structural properties. The characterization as provided within this work revealed a
stoichiometric composition of the Cu2S NCs with the absorption dominated by a
semiconducting character, i.e., a weak absorption onset at ~900 nm increasing to the blue and
no absorption further in the NIR.[92] In sharp contrast to this are the findings published
shortly after by Zhang et al.,[36] broadening the discussion to the various deficient
counterparts of Cu2-xS NCs (x = 1, 0.2, 0.03). In particular, they showed that NIR resonances
dominate the absorption spectra of Cu2-xS NCs with x > 0, which further blue-shift with the
increasing value of x.[36] The high carrier density, related to the copper vacancies in the
copper deficient counterparts, was suggested to be responsible for this observation and the
discussion of LSPRs in this type of material was initiated.[36] Controversial interpretations of
the optical spectra of copper chalcogenide NCs dominate earlier reports.[94-96] The NIR
resonances of CuS NCs for example have been assigned to interband absorption from an
intermediate energy state within the bandgap, occurring due to a surface oxide layer [97] or
deep trap states.[98] In Cu2-xSe NCs the NIR band has been interpreted as an indirect
interband transition.[99] Furthermore, the mixed valences in the copper deficient copper
chalcogenides might account for intervalence charge transfer from Cu(I) to Cu(II), as
observed in many Cu-complexes with mixed Cu valences, leading to optical transitions that
might be located in the NIR.[100-102]
These considerations highlight the need for a precise evaluation of the optical characteristics
of this type of material, in particular if plasmonic as such. An exact synthetical control over
shape and phase, so far limited to Cu2-xS [36,37,45,92,98,103-107] and to a minor extent
Cu2-xSe [82,99] NCs is a prerequisite for such an investigation. Considering the characteristics
of bulk copper chalcogenides, as discussed in the previous chapters, the stoichiometric phase
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is expected to exhibit purely semiconducting properties. At the nanoscale this would result in
excitonic properties, while the deficient phase with an increased carrier density is expected to
exhibit LSPRs in the NIR, as observed in Ref. [36]. So far this interpretation is missing a
specific experimental evaluation. Its plasmonic nature, however, can be identified by probing
typical plasmonic characteristics such as refractive index sensitivity, size dependence,
plasmon coupling or dynamics of the NIR resonance. Those characteristics would
unambiguously identify a plasmonic nature of the NIR resonances in copper chalcogenide
NCs. A noticeable peculiarity of such a finding lies in the structural characteristics of copper
chalcogenides, which are ionic semiconductor crystals, as such. The synthesis protocols for
this material class, to date, provide a versatility of anisotropic shapes with exceptionally
monodisperse size distributions, highlighting this material system over common plasmonic
nanoparticles. Further, the combination of semiconducting properties, with relatively low
bandgaps in the region of ~1.2 eV [40-42] and LSPRs in one material is a key feature
characterizing this material. As the lowest interband transition is close in energy to the
plasmon resonance, it is of interest to investigate a possible influence of the latter on the
excitonic transitions. In copper chalcogenides the increased carrier density is a result of the
copper vacancies in the structure. Those are chemically accessible via oxidation, as discussed
above. This specific tailoring of the copper vacancies, and with this the carrier density, is a
unique property of vacancy doped copper chalcogenides. This remarkable feature might be
beneficially introduced also at the nanoscale. To be more precise, a chemical control over the
copper vacancy density could allow for a tailoring of the carrier density in the NCs. This
would result in the tunability of the NIR plasmon resonance in copper chalcogenide NCs over
a wide range of frequencies, further highlighting this new type of plasmonic material over
conventional ones. However, for a complete understanding of the plasmonic nature of the
NIR resonances in copper chalcogenide NCs a theoretical description of its plasmonic
properties is required. Is a theoretical treatment of the plasmon resonances in this type of
material possible through the implementation of similar models as used to describe the
plasmonic properties of noble metal nanoparticles or is a deviation from the free carrier-like
behavior expected? In this work, the open questions as summarized above are addressed. The
results presented within this work are based on the synthesis of copper chalcogenide NCs with
precise sizes and shapes and exact crystallographic structures. A unique combination of
optical and structural characterization supported by theoretical modeling presents an elaborate
evaluation of the structure dependent optical properties of copper chalcogenide NCs.
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III. Experimental methods and sample
preparation

III.1 Characterization of nanocrystals: structure,
shape and composition
III.1.1 Structural characterization with X-ray diffraction
The NCs synthesized within this work are in size ranges of a few nanometers only. However,
similar to bulk semiconductors, these nanoscale crystals exhibit an exact crystallographic
structure with a defined unit cell and certain lattice parameters. A technique to visualize the
crystal structure is X-ray diffraction analysis (XRD). It is based on the diffraction of X-rays
from the periodic lattice of a crystal whose interatomic spacing lies in the region of the
wavelength of the X-ray beams.[52] The diffraction of X-rays at periodic crystals has been
discovered by Max von Laue who was simultaneously proving the wave-like nature of
X-rays. In 1914 he was awarded the Noble Prize in Physics for this discovery.[108] William
Henry Bragg and William Lawrence Bragg, proposed an equation for which they were
awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1915 when they connected the wavelength of the Xrays to the distance between the planes d and the angle θ at which the X-rays are
reflected.[109] At certain angles of incidence θ, such that the Bragg equation is satisfied,
constructive interference will occur:[52]
(III-1)
Only where 2dsinθ is an integer multiple n of the incoming light wavelength λ, constructive
interference takes place.[53] This is illustrated in Figure III-1.
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Figure III-1 Illustration of Bragg diffraction at a 2D crystal lattice. Constructive
interference takes place where 2dsinθ is an integer multiple of the incoming
light wavelength.

These discoveries had a huge impact in the field of crystallography, as now it was possible to
determine the position of atoms in crystals, which is feasible through single crystal X-ray
analysis.[109] A powder of crystals, however, contains a statistic distribution of all possible
crystallographic orientations. When changing the angle of incidence each lattice spacing d
will be detected once in average. A typical pattern relates the incoming angle θ to the intensity
of the detected X-ray beam. The angles can be converted back into d-spacings via the Bragg
equation. In the structural analysis of the NCs one takes advantage of bulk X-ray diffraction
analysis and their reference patterns collected in databases.[110,111] Although NCs are single
crystalline, powder XRD is the method of choice to determine their crystal structure. In
practice, a highly concentrated NC solution is dropped onto a glass waver. The solvent
evaporates and leaves a powder-like NC film behind containing NCs in random orientation.
The patterns obtained are then compared to the database. With this a certain crystal structure
can be identified. The small crystalline domains of NCs in the range of a few nanometer result
in a broadening of the diffraction peaks.[110,111]

III.1.2 Electron

microscopy

for

the

investigation

of

the

nanocrystal shape and composition
In 1933 the wavelike character of electrons was used for the first time to image small objects
when Ernst Ruska built the first working electron microscope.[112] Since then much progress
has been made to improve this instrument to explore materials at the nanoscale. Nowadays, all
possible signals arising from the interaction of the electron beam with the sample are used to
gain information about the materials structure, morphology or composition. In the following
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paragraph some of the basic methods of electron microscopy that have been used to acquire
information on the material system of interest will be presented. These methods are based on
transmission electron microscopy (TEM). When used in imaging mode only, the operating
principle of the TEM is comparable to that of the light microscope with the main difference
being the use of electrons to image the structure rather than light. Electrons provide a much
smaller wavelength than light. Together with proper lenses it is, thus, possible to get a much
better resolution with the electron microscope than with the common light microscope.[113]
In 1925, de Broglie discovered the wave-particle duality for the electron by relating the
particle momentum p to its wavelength

through the Planck’s constant h and was awarded

the Noble Price in Physics for his discovery:[114]

(III-2)
Momentum p is transferred to the electron via acceleration through a potential V. The kinetic
energy of an electron can thus be calculated by:[113]
(III-3)
Where e is the electron charge, m0 is the rest mass of the electron and v its velocity. With
(III-4)
this leads to the relationship between the wavelength λ of the electron and the acceleration
voltage V:

(III-5)
(

)

Equation (III-5) shows us an important concept: By increasing the acceleration voltage the
wavelength of the electrons is decreased. At acceleration voltages of 100 kV the velocity of
the electrons reach half the speed of light. In this range relativistic effects have to be taken
into account and equation (III-5) changes to:[113]

(

)
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In Table III-1 this effect is listed for two different acceleration voltages. The first column
gives the acceleration voltage, while the second and third columns depict the non-relativistic
and the relativistic wavelength of the electrons in pm.
Non-relativistic
Relativistic
wavelength (pm)
wavelength (pm)
100
3.86
3.7
300
2.23
1.97
Table III-1 Difference in wavelength of the accelerated
electrons when taking relativistic effects into account. [113]
Acceleration voltage (kV)

The electron source in a TEM can be either a field emission gun or a thermoionic gun. The
latter, as the name suggests, produces electrons when heated. Acceleration of the electrons is
achieved by connecting an anode to the electron source and applying the acceleration voltage.
The anode acts as an electrostatic lens and produces the gun crossover of the electron
pathway. In the further geometric arrangement of the electron microscope the strongest
difference to the conventional light microscope is the use of electromagnetic lenses instead of
glass lenses. In the light microscope the lenses are typically moved to change the focus,
intensity of illumination or magnification of the image. The focal length is fixed. In the TEM
the position of the electromagnetic lenses is fixed, while a change in the magnetic field is
used to change their strength, i.e., magnification or focus.[113]
Going through the TEM from top to bottom is illustrated in Figure III-2. The electron beam is
directed to the condenser lens system first. Here, a demagnified image of the gun crossover is
created. With the condenser aperture the minimum spot size and the beam intensity is
controlled. In the imaging system the objective aperture improves contrast by removing high
angle scattered beams. The objective lens forms the first image of the sample, while the
projector lens further magnifies the image. The detection system usually consists of a
phosphorus screen to allow direct observation of the electrons and it helps for the first
adjustment of the microscope. Images are acquired with a CCD (Charge-coupled device)
camera.[113]
The transmittance of a sample for electrons depends on the average atomic number of the
elements and the thickness of the sample. Elements with higher atomic number appear to be
darker, as electrons are scattered more strongly, similar for the thickness. When electrons hit
the sample they interact with the outer sphere electrons or nuclei and induce several different
signals from the sample, which can give information on the morphology, structure or
composition of the sample. Electrons are elastically and inelastically scattered inducing a
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number of different processes while the greatest amount of energy will be dissipated into heat.
The elastically scattered electrons are used to create images. The inelastically scattered
electrons may be detected to give element specific information. Further, the interaction of
electrons with the material might result in the emission of X-rays from the sample
characteristic of the elements in the sample.[113]

Figure III-2: Schematic of a transmission electron microscope (TEM).

Due to the nature of electrons showing wave-like characteristics, diffraction effects can be
observed and nowadays electron diffraction (ED) within TEM is an indispensible part and a
very useful aspect of TEM for material scientists. In a crystalline sample the electrons are
diffracted causing a diffraction pattern in the back focal plane of the objective lens that can be
imaged. An advantage over conventional diffraction experiments is the possibility to combine
imaging in the TEM with diffraction.[113] In high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) the electrons
are accelerated with voltages as high as 300 kV or higher. This imaging mode allows
resolution of the sample at an atomic scale, making it a valuable tool to investigate crystalline
material at the nanoscale. The imaging of the HRTEM is based on phase contrast.[113]
Another tool in TEM is the detection of X-rays arising from the interaction of the electron
beam with the sample. An incoming electron might interact with an inner shell electron such
as to cause ionization of the sample. This leaves a hole behind at the lower lying energy
levels. When the hole is filled by an outer shell electron, the energy difference will be emitted
in form of an X-ray with a characteristic element specific energy. Detection of this X-ray
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radiation allows the determination of the composition of the sample, such as in energy
dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX).[113]

III.1.3 FTIR-spectroscopy: a tool to identify surface ligands
The basic principle of infrared (IR) spectroscopy is comparable to extinction spectroscopy (as
explained in chapter III.2.1) with IR radiation used as a light source.[115] The absorption of
radiation in the IR region typically leads to the excitation of vibrational states in a molecule.
Thus, the absorption peaks in an IR spectrum represent the frequencies of the vibrational
modes of two binding atoms in a molecule.[115] Certain molecular groups, such as amines,
carboxyls, alcohols or C-H bonds absorb in a typical energy range. The spectrum represents a
fingerprint of the investigated molecule, as no spectrum of two different molecules offers the
same spectrum. This makes IR spectroscopy useful for several types of analysis, such as the
identification of the surface ligands on a NC.[115] Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR)
spectroscopy is preferred over the simple transmission measurements, mainly because of the
slow scanning process in conventional spectrometers.[41] With FTIR it is possible to measure
all frequencies simultaneously, rather than individually. In an interferometer a beam splitter
divides the incoming polychromatic beam into two beams. One beam is guided to a fixed
mirror, while the other one is directed onto an adjustable mirror. After reflection, both meet
again at the back of the beam splitter. Depending on the path difference between both beams a
phase difference may occur that leads to interference when the beams combine.[41] After
passing the sample the intensity is detected versus the displacement of the mirror in an
interferogram (Figure III-3).[41]

Figure III-3 Interferometer: From the IR light source a beam is guided to a beam
splitter that splits the beam into two. One beam is dir ected to a fixed mirror,
the other to a movable mirror. Both beams combine again at the back of the
beam splitter. The movable mirror is typically moved a few millimeters,
depending on the wavelength and the distance both beams travel.
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The spectrum, typically given in wavenumbers, is then calculated via fourier transfomation.
The frequency range, in which signatures are expected, is in the region of 500-7500 cm-1.
Some functional groups of organic molecules are listed in the following table. Within this
work, the technique described above has been used for the identification of surface ligands on
the NC’s surface.[115]

Characteristic Absorption (cm-1)

Functional Group
Alcohols –C-OH

Alkane
Amine –C-NH

Carbonyl

O-H

3200-3700

C-O

1050-1150

C-H stretch

2850-3000

bending

1350-1480

N-H stretch

3300-3500

bending

1600

C-N

1080-1360

C=O

1670-1820

Table III-2 Typical functional groups of organic molecules
together with its characteristic absorption (cm - 1 )[115]

III.2 Optical spectroscopy
III.2.1

Absorption and scattering

Absorbance or extinction combines the optical processes of absorption and scattering. For
very small nanoparticles the scattering contribution can be neglected and absorbance is
equivalent to absorption. However, when investigating nanoparticles or clusters in a size
range close to the wavelength of the incoming light, scattering might significantly contribute
to the spectra. In the following paragraph, extinction spectroscopy will be introduced
followed by the introduction of the measurement in an integrating sphere. This tool makes it
possible to address the absorption without any contribution of scattering.
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The extinction cross section Cext (as already discussed in chapter II.2) is composed of both,
absorption and scattering:[44]

(II-12)

To measure the extinction cross section typically a light beam of a certain wavelength is
passed through a solution containing the nanocrystals and the intensity before (I0) and after
passing the cuvette (I) is compared. The intensity I0 of the incoming beam will be attenuated
when passing the solution with N particles per unit volume, over a path length d (cm):[44]

(III-7)

The Lambert-Beer law can be rewritten to address the extinction or absorbance A:[44]

(III-8)

Thus, a linear relation between the absorbance A and the concentration of particles in solution
is given. In this work absorbance spectra were measured with a Varian Cary 5000
UV-vis-NIR spectrophotometer. In Figure III-4 a sketch of such a spectrometer is given. The
spectrometer is equipped with a Deuterium (185 - 350 nm) and halogen lamp (350 - 3300 nm)
to cover the wavelength range from the ultraviolet (UV) to the near infrared (NIR). The
wavelength of choice is selected through a double-grating monochromator and a variable slit.
The equipment in principle and best case scenario allows a resolution down to 0.01 nm. The
mirror switch then selectively guides the beam through the sample or through a reference
sample. The intensity of both beams is measured with a detector and compared to give the
final signal.[116]
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Figure III-4 Absorption spectrometer with double-grating monochromator. A
mirror switch is responsible to guide the beam alternately through the sample
and the reference. The beams are collected at the detector and its intensities
are compared. [116]

Typically in this work spectra were measured up to the 3300 nm. In this region the vibrational
states of the solvent molecules are excited. Thus, a strong contribution from solvent
molecules in the spectrum is expected. To circumvent this we measured with the reference
beam passing through a NIR transmitting quartz glass cuvette containing the pure solvent. In
this way the vibrational fingerprint from the solvent is cancelled out to a good extent in the
final spectrum. However, in regions of strong absorption artifacts will still be present
Solvents, such as tetrachlorethylene are therefore suggested for use in the NIR, since they do
not exhibit strong vibrational contributions up to 3300nm.
When the light beam is attenuated by passing a sample several processes, such as absorption
and scattering, may occur. In samples containing particles of sizes in the range of the
incoming light wavelength, the scattering processes start to contribute to the absorbance
spectra in such a way that it is important to separate the processes as to understand the
contribution of each. This can be done by using an integrating sphere to measure the
spectrum. An integrating sphere is a hollow sphere whose inner surface is coated with a
diffusely reflecting material, typically barium oxide.[117]
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Figure III-5 Illustration of an integrating sphere: All light except of the
absorbed light will eventually hit the detector. Thus, the only loss mechanism is
the absorption of the sample.

When the light beam enters an integrating sphere it will hit the sample. The scattered light as
well as the transmitted light beam will be scattered at the reflecting surface until it hits the
detector. Thus, the attenuation of the incoming intensity is due to absorption only.[117]
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III.2.2 Photoluminescence
When NCs absorb light of energy higher than the bandgap, the created charge carriers initially
relax to the band edges by energy dissipation into heat. This process occurs on a picosecond
time scale. The electron-hole pairs might result in Coulomb bound excitons that, when
recombining radiatively, emit light. This process is termed photoluminescence (PL). Due to
the Stokes shift the emission wavelength is red-shifted with respect to the absorption.[118]

Figure III-6: Schematic representation of a double monochromator fluorometer
with water cooled photomultiplier (PMT).[119]

In this work PL spectra were obtained with a double monochromator fluorometer
(Fluorolog®-3 Model FL3-22 Horiba Jobin-Yvon).[119] A schematic depiction of the
spectrometer is given in Figure III-6. The detector is a water cooled photomultiplier tube
(PMT) sensitive in the visible range between 400 and 1000 nm.[119] The light source is a
450 Watt Xenon lamp. The beam of light is dispersed by a double-grating monochromator
and the excitation beam (λex) is directed to the sample compartment, as depicted in Figure
III-6. The emission monochromator is installed perpendicular to the excitation beam to
minimize the detection of scattered light from the excitation beam.[119] The emitted light is
dispersed by a double-grating monochromator and detected with a water cooled PMT.[119]
Typically, a PL spectrum is recorded by scanning the emission spectrometer and measuring
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the intensity for each selected wavelength. The PL from high-quality NC samples with high
quantum yields has a radiative lifetime of up to microseconds at low temperatures with
respect to nanoseconds in bulk.[3] However, the lifetime can be strongly altered due to
surface effects or non-radiative decay channels such as Auger type recombination.[120]
Time-resolved PL measurements in this work were performed with a streak camera from
Hamamatsu (C5680) combined with a spectrometer (Cromex, 40 g/mm grating). The
frequency doubled output of a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser (150 fs, 76 MHz) was used as
excitation source at 400 nm.[121]

Figure III-7 Schematic illustration of the working principle of a streak

camera. The incident light is directed onto a photocathode, where the
photons are converted into electrons. Those are accelerated by the sweep
electrodes and are linearly deflected in vertical direction according to
their arrival time. Thus, the vertical direction on the phosphorous scr een
is representing the time axis. [121]
In Figure III-7 the operating principle of the streak camera is depicted. The measured
photoluminescence is passed through a slit and is directed as a slit image onto the
photocathode in the streak tube.[121] Here the photons are converted into electrons
proportional to the intensity of the incoming light.[121] Thereafter the electrons are
accelerated through a pair of accelerating electrodes (sweep electrodes) and bombarded
against a phosphor screen.[121] A high voltage is applied to the sweep electrodes,
synchronized in time with the incident light. This leads to a sweep of the electrons from the
top to the bottom, as electrons that arrive at slightly different times are deflected in slightly
different angles in the vertical direction. Thus, the vertical direction on the phosphorous
screen serves as the time axis. The brightness of the phosphorous screen is proportional to the
intensity of the incident light.[121]
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III.2.3 Pump-probe spectroscopy
Pump-probe spectroscopy is a powerful tool to address carrier dynamics in NCs or to study
the

interaction

between

electrons

and

lattice

vibrations

(phonons)

in

metallic

nanoparticles.[13] With this technique it is possible to measure those interactions in real time
although occurring on time scales of picoseconds. Nowadays, femtosecond laser systems and
nonlinear optical techniques, allow measuring with a resolution as short as 20 fs.[122]. The
basic idea of pump probe spectroscopy is depicted in Figure III-8. The energetic pump pulse
(green in Figure III-8) excites the system and by this perturbs its absorption. Thereafter the
evolution of the system followed the excitation is monitored by measuring a change in
transmission of a delayed, weak probe pulse.[122]

Figure III-8 In transient absorption spectroscopy uses two laser pulses are
used, a strong pump and a weak probe focused and overlapped on the sample.
The absorption of the sample is recorded while the probe is delayed in time
relative to pump with a mechanical delay stage.[122]

By mechanically changing the optical path length of the pulses a delay between pump and
probe is achieved.[122] This is controlled in a mechanical delay stage where the beam is
delayed by changing the optical pathway the probe pulse has to travel. Two spectra will be
recorded, one after excitation with the pump pulse and another without. A 3D-spectrum will
be recorded, plotting the resulting differential transmission spectra versus time.[122]
Ultrashort laser pulses, in this work were obtained by a 2 kHz Ti:sapphire amplified laser
using the second harmonic at 400 nm for the pump beam and a white light continuum as
probe.[34]
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III.3 Sample preparation
For the synthesis of NCs the following chemicals were purchased:
Copper(II)

chloride,

copper(I)

chloride,

copper(II)

acetylacetonate,

ammonium

diethyldithiocarbamate, tellurium (Te), selenium (Se), sulfur (S) trioctylphosphine (TOP),
tributylphosphine (TBP), oleic acid (OA), octadecene (ODE), cadmium oxide (CdO),
n-tetradecylphosphonic acid (TDPA), trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO), oleic acid (OA),
poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA, Mw 120 000 g/mol), and diisobutylaluminium hydride
(DIBAH) were purchased from Aldrich and sodium oleate from TCI Europe. Oleylamine
(OAm) and dodecanethiol (DDT) were acquired from Acros Organics. All solvents were
anhydrous solvents of high purity purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Syntheses were performed
using standard air-free Schlenk line techniques. All chemicals were used as received.

III.3.1 Synthesis of Cu2-xS superlattices
The experimental details for the synthesis of the Cu2-xS superlattices as discussed in chapter
IV.1.2 will be described in the following. Copper sulfide nanocrystals were synthesized as
described in Ref. [123] from the thermolysis of a Cu-oleate complex in a mixture of OAm and
DDT. The Cu-oleate complex was prepared by reacting 5.45 g of copper(II) chloride with
24.35 g sodium oleate in a solvent mixture of 80 mL ethanol, 60 mL water, and 140 mL
hexane for four hours at ~60 °C. The green organic Cu-oleate complex is dissolved in the
hexane phase. It is separated from the aqueous phase with the help of a separatory funnel and
washed with 100 mL of distilled water for three times. The solid Cu-oleate complex is
contained after the evaporation of hexane. For the synthesis of copper sulfide superlattices
composed of 12 nm NCs, 0.318 g of the Cu-oleate complex was dissolved in a mixture
containing 5 mL of OAm and 5 mL of DDT at room temperature. The addition of DDT leads
to a color change from dark green to turbid white, which indicates the reduction of Cu(II) to
Cu(I) by the sulfur compound. The reaction mixture was heated to 230 °C under nitrogen flow
and kept at this temperature for 6 min while a gradual change from yellow to dark red, deepbrown turbid was observed. The NCs were precipitated by the addition of 10 mL of toluene
and 10 mL of ethanol, and centrifuged for 10 min at 2500 rpm. The precipitate was
redispersed in 10 mL of toluene. Sample washing was performed at ambient conditions to
allow the plasmon resonance to develop.
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III.3.2 Synthesis of stoichiometric and copper deficient copper
chalcogenide nanocrystals
III.3.2.1 Synthesis of copper chalcogenide nanocrystals
The synthesis of copper based NCs was performed with standard, air-free Schlenk line
techniques. The as-synthesized sample was transferred to a sealed and nitrogen filled vial via
syringe or needle transfer before being transferred to the nitrogen filled glovebox for further
treatment. To prevent any uncontrolled oxidation induced changes of the optical or structural
properties, the NCs were precipitated under nitrogen atmosphere. For this the centrifugation
tubes were sealed in the glovebox before taking out for centrifugation. After back-transfer to
the nitrogen filled glovebox the supernatant was discarded and the precipitated NCs
redispersed in anhydrous solvents in nitrogen atmosphere. Only anhydrous solvents were
used. Via precise control over the contact to oxygen, the stoichiometric compounds with x = 0
were obtained. The copper deficient structures were prepared by opening the system to air
until no changes in the optical spectra were observed.

Cu2-xS nanocrystals
Copper sulfide NCs were synthesized following Ref. [92]. The sulfur precursor solution was
prepared by dissolving 1.25 mmol of ammonium diethyldithiocarbamate in 10 mL of DDT
and 17 mL of OA in a thre neck flask and heating to 110 °C under Ar protection. Thereafter
the copper precursor, prepared by dissolving 1 mmol of copper(II) acetylacetonate in 3 mL of
OA was injected. The mixture was quickly heated to 180 °C and kept for 10 min. After
reaction the solution was allowed to cool down naturally to 120 °C before being transferred to
a nitrogen filled glovebox. The crude solution was centrifuged at 4600 rpm for 10 min. The
supernatant was discarded and the precipitate redissolved in 5 mL of toluene. The washing
process was repeated twice by precipitating the NCs by the addition of 10 mL iso-propanol
and centrifugation at 4600 rpm for 10 min. After redispersion in anhydrous toluene the
solution was stored in the nitrogen filled glovebox.

Cu2-xSe nanocrystals
For synthesis of Cu2-xSe NCs a mixture of 1.2 mmol of Se powder, 9 mL of ODE and 6 mL of
OAm was heated in a three-neck flask to 120 °C and kept for 30 min under vacuum. The
mixture was heated to 310 °C under nitrogen, when the solution turned orange. In a second
three-neck flask the copper precursor was prepared by dissolving 2.0 mmol of copper(I)
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chloride, 3 mL of ODE, and 2 mL of OAm, evacuating at 120 °C for 30 min, and subsequent
stirring at 120 °C under nitrogen until the solution turned clear. The injection of the copper
precursor into the Se precursor solution leads to an immediate color change to black and a
temperature drop to ca. 285 °C. Thereafter the temperature was increased to 300 °C and kept
for 20 min before cooling to room temperature, when the reaction mixture was transferred
into the nitrogen filled glovebox. Separation of the NCs from the reaction solution occurred
by the addition of either ethanol or iso-propanol, followed by centrifugation at 6000 rpm for
5 min. The NCs have been redispersed in anhydrous solvents such as toluene or TCE, and
kept in the nitrogen filled glovebox for further use.[34]

Cu2-xTe nanocrystals
To synthesize Cu2-xTe NCs 0.6 mmol of copper(II) acetylacetonate were dissolved in 6 mL of
OA and 3 mL of DDT. After heating to 160 °C a clear solution formed. 0.2 mL of a 1 M
TOP-Te solution, prepared in the nitrogen filled glovebox by dissolving Te in TOP, was
quickly injected, leading to an immediate color change to black. After reaction for 30 min the
reaction mixture was transferred to the nitrogen filled glovebox. Precipitation occurred by
adding 8 mL of anhydrous ethanol and centrifugation at 6000 rpm for 3 min. The supernatant
was discarded and the brown precipitate redispersed in anhydrous solvents, such as toluene or
TCE. The sample was kept in the glovebox for further use.

III.3.2.2 Oxidation and reduction experiments
To investigate the effect of oxidation on the crystal structure of copper deficient copper
chalcogenides, a colloidal solution of the initially stoichiometric Cu2Se NCs was dropped
onto a glass substrate. The XRD pattern of the sample was measured in a nitrogen atmosphere
sealed in an X-ray transparent dome. Thereafter the system was opened to air and
measurements were recorded in certain time intervals. The optical properties were
investigated by diluting Cu2Se NCs of the same batch to the proper concentration. Extinction
spectra were measured before exposure to air. After allowing oxygen diffusion into the
previously sealed sample time dependent measurements were taken. For reduction
experiments, a previously oxidized sample (12 h) was mixed with ca. 20 μL of a 0.02 M
toluene solution of diisobutylaluminium hydride (DIBAH) under nitrogen atmosphere in a
sealed cuvette. Importantly, remaining oxygen was removed from the sample prior to the
addition of DIBAH by drying the NCs’ solution under vacuum and redispersion into
anhydrous solvents. Thereafter, extinction spectra were recorded every 10 min. To achieve a
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complete suppression of the localized surface plasmon resonance, the addition of DIBAH was
repeated several times until a total volume of 55 μL of DIBAH were added to 3 mL of the NC
dispersion. A trace amount of OAm was added to preserve the colloidal stability. For a typical
XRD experiment of the reduced Cu2-xSe NCs, 5 μL of a 1 M solution of DIBAH to a
dispersion of Cu2−xSe (x > 0) NCs with a well-defined LSPR at 1290 nm in toluene were
mixed in a nitrogen filled glovebox. The addition of ethanol quenched excess DIBAH and
precipitated the NCs out. Finally, an XRD pattern of the reduced Cu2-xSe NCs were recorded
in a similar air-free way as described above. In a typical extinction and PL experiment, the
Cu2−xS NCs were oxidized by opening the samples to air and measuring extinction and PL
spectra over a period of 10 h. For reduction experiments, the extinction and PL spectra of a
diluted dispersion of Cu2−xS (x > 0) NCs in anhydrous toluene were recorded in a sealed
cuvette. After the back-transfer to the glovebox (any oxygen contact was avoided) 30 μL of a
0.1 M solution of DIBAH was added, thereafter the extinction and PL spectra were recorded
over a time period of 5 h. For re-oxidation experiments, the same cuvette was opened to air
for 1 h.

III.3.3 Ion exchange for the synthesis of Cu2-xTe nanocrystals of
various shapes
III.3.3.1 Synthesis of Cd based nanocrystals of various shapes
The synthesis and optical characterization of Cd based NCs as templates for the ion exchange
reaction will be given in the following (discussion in chapter VI).

CdS nanorods
For the synthesis of CdS nanorods [124] a cadmium precursor solution (prepared by mixing
0.23 g of CdO (1.8 mmol), 0.83 g of TDPA (3.0 mmol), and 7 g of TOPO followed by
degassing for 1 h at 80 °C) was heated to 340 °C under nitrogen flow. A color change from
dark red to clear indicates the formation of the Cd−TDPA complex. The sulfur precursor
solution is seperately prepared by dissolving 0.18 g of sulfur powder in 20 mL of TOP, and
injected into the 300 °C reaction solution in steps of 0.4 mL each, every 2 min. The NCs were
flocculated by the addition of a non-solvent such as ethanol. After centrifugation, the NCs
were separated from the reaction mixture, redispersed in toluene and kept for further use.
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CdSe nanorods
Following Ref. [125] the cadmium precursor was prepared by a mixture 1.6 mmol of CdO
(0.205 g), 3.2 mmol of TDPA (0.89 g) and 3.11 g of TOPO in a three-neck flask. After
heating to 120 °C for about 10 min under vacuum the temperature was increased to 310 °C
under nitrogen flow until the solution turned clear. This temperature was kept for 10 min
before cooling to room temperature and aging for about 24 h in nitrogen atmosphere. The Se
injection solution was separately prepared by mixing 0.8 mmol of Se powder (63 mg) with
190 mg of TBP (0.463 mL), 1.447 g of TOP (0.483 mL) and 0.3 g toluene (0.347 mL in a
nitrogen filled glovebox and injected into the re-heated Cd-precursor solution (320 °C)
resulting in a temperature drop to 300 °C. The reaction mixture was kept at this temperature
for 8 min. A gradual color change from light orange to dark red and black was observed
during reaction, thereafter the flask was allowed to cool down by removing the heating
mantle. At 70 °C, 5 mL of anhydrous toluene was injected into the flask. After transfer into
the nitrogen filled glovebox, the NCs were precipitated through the addition of 15 mL of
anhydrous toluene and methanol followed by centrifugation (6000 rpm, 5 min) and
decantation, repeated five times. The CdSe nanorods were dispersed in 2 mL of toluene and
stored in the nitrogen filled glovebox for further use.

CdTe nanorods
0.120 g of Te powder was dissolved in 1320 µL of TBP in the nitrogen filled glovebox and
then diluted with 9 mL ODE. The Cd precursor solution was prepared by mixing CdO
(0.08 g), OA (820 µL), and ODE (5mL) in a three-neck flask and heating to 120 °C for 1h
under vacuum. Thereafter the Cd precursor solution was heated to 300 °C obtaining a clear
solution. At 300 °C, the Te precursor solution was swiftly injected and the reaction mixture
allowed to cool to 260 °C where it was kept for 7 min for the growth of the CdTe nanorods.
After reaction the solution was allowed to cool down to room temperature. The reaction
mixture was diluted with 7 mL hexane and the NCs were precipitated with 14 mL methanol at
4000 rpm for 5 min. In the second washing cycle 20 mL of acetone were added to 15 mL of
NCs in toluene. After centrifugation the supernatant was discarded and the NCs redispersed in
15 mL toluene. For transfer to the nitrogen filled glovebox the NCs solution was dried under
vacuum, where they were redispersed in anhydrous toluene and kept under nitrogen for
further experiments.[126]
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CdTe dots
For synthesis of CdTe dots a modified synthesis protocol was used.[15] The Te injection
solution was prepared by dissolving 0.501 g Te in 10.8 mL TOP. After 30 minutes of stirring
at 275 °C the solution turned yellow indicating that Te dissolved in TOP. To remove
undissolved parts the reaction solution was centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 1 min. Preparation of
the Cd precursor solution was performed by mixing 102 mg CdO, 3.204 g TOPO, and 0.796 g
ODPA in a 50 mL three neck flask. Thereafter the solution was degassed at 120 °C for 30 min
and heated to 300 °C under nitrogen flow until CdO was dissolved and the solution turned
clear. 1.8 mL of TOP were injected at 300 °C before the temperature was further increased to
320 °C. Then 0.54 mL of the Te-TOP precursor was injected into the hot solution leading to a
temperature drop to 315 °C at which the reaction solution was allowed to react 7 min. The
reaction mixture was allowed to cool down naturally to 70 °C, when 10 mL of anhydrous
toluene were added to the flask. The reaction mixture was transferred to the nitrogen filled
glovebox and the NCs were precipitated twice by the addition of anhydrous methanol and
redispersion with anhydrous toluene. The sample was stored in the nitrogen filled glovebox
for further use.

CdTe Rods
CdTe rods were synthesized following Ref. [127]. A mixture of 0.114 g CdO, 0.43 g TDPA
and 7 g of TOPO was degassed at 120 °C for one hour, before the mixture was heated to
350 °C in nitrogen atmosphere until the solution turned clear. The Te injection solution was
prepared by dissolving 0.255 g Te in 10 mL TOP to a concentration of 0.2 M under vigorous
stirring for about 1h at 150°C in the nitrogen filled glovebox. At a temperature of 290 °C
(Cd precursor solution) 0.5 mL of the Te-TOP precursor were injected followed by a
temperature drop to 280 °C. The temperature was increased to 300 °C and 0.5 mL of the
Te−TOP solution were added every 2 min until a total of 4 mL were injected. Thereafter the
temperature of the reaction solution was cooled down to 70 °C for injection of 15 mL of
anhydrous toluene via syringe. The resulting reaction solution was transferred to the
glovebox, followed by precipitation with double the volume of anhydrous ethanol,
centrifugation (6000 rpm, 5min), and finally redispersion in 10 mL toluene. This process was
repeated twice.

CdTe Tetrapods
A typical synthesis of CdTe nanocrystal tetrapods was performed by following a modified
protocol of Yu et al.[126] A 25 mL three necked flask was loaded with a mixture of 0.6 mmol
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of CdO, 2.4 mmol of OA in 8 mL of ODE and heated to 100 °C under vacuum for 30 min.
This mixture was further heated to 300 °C under inert (Ar) atmosphere, until the solution
turned clear and colorless. After the reaction mixture cooled to 280 °C a mixture of 0.6 mmol
Te in 0.6 mL of TOP and 1.4 mL of ODE was swiftly injected. For reaction, the solution was
kept at 250 °C for 5 minutes, followed by cooling with a water bath until room temperature
was reached and injecting 6 mL of toluene. The reaction mixture was purified by precipitation
with an iso-propanol/methanol mixture and redissolved in toluene. The NCs’ solution was
dried and transferred into the nitrogen filled glovebox, where the NCs were redispersed in
anhydrous toluene, and stored for further use.

III.3.3.2 Cation exchange reactions to synthesize Cu2-xTe nanocrystals of
various shapes
In the following, a detailed description of the ion exchange process will be given to synthesize
Cu2-xTe NCs of various shapes from preformed CdTe NCs. For the selenium and sulfur
counterparts similar protocols were used. The CdTe NCs act as a precursor for the Cu 2-xTe
synthesis. Therefore the NCs concentration was determined by following a standard
procedure given in literature.[128] It is calculated by measuring the extinction coefficient of
the NCs solution at the first excitonic peak of the CdTe absorbance spectrum. The absorbance
A, the molar concentration c and the extinction coefficient Cext are given in the linear
relationship described in Lambert-Beer's Law:

(III-9)

with d describing the path length of the cuvette, fixed to 1 cm. The empirical fitting functions
as given in Ref. [128] for the extinction coefficient (L/molcm) are given as follows.

(

(III-10)

)

ΔE is the transition energy of the first excitonic absorption peak in eV and D is the diameter of
the NC (nm). D can be calculated from the first excitonic peak by:

(

)

(

)

(

)
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The concentration of the NC stock solution was determined by diluting an exact amount of
the stock solution in 2 mL of toluene and the absorbance was recorded. With the density, the
molar mass, the volume of the NC and the Avogadro constant NA the number of Cd atoms in
the solution has been calculated.[128] The Cu+ stock solution was chosen to be a 10x
stoichiometric excess and was prepared by dissolving of tetrakis(acetonitrile)copper(I)
hexafluorophosphate in anhydrous methanol to 4 mg/mL in a nitrogen filled glovebox.
Typically, 6 mL of anhydrous methanol, 1.5 mL toluene, 200 µL OAm, and 2 mL of the Cu +
stock solution were mixed and 30 µL of the CdTe stock solution was added under vigorous
stirring and kept there for 2 min. The ion exchanged NCs were precipitated by centrifugation
at 6000 rpm for 5 min. The separated NCs were redispersed in 1 mL TCE. The supernatant
was discarded. Note, for extinction measurements in the near-infrared the precipitated NCs
have been dried using the nitrogen gun before redispersion in anhydrous solvents. This
prevents any additional solvent peaks from remaining methanol in the spectrum. Without
further treatment the NCs tend to aggregate after ion exchange. However, for optical analysis
colloidal stability of the NCs is essential. For this 200 μL of OAm were added to the ion
exchange reaction to allow for their stabilization in solution. After precipitation the excess
ligands remain in the supernatant and are discarded. Note that the addition of DDT prevented
the ion exchange, probably because DDT strongly binds to the Cu+ ions in solution preventing
the ion exchange reaction.
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IV. Identifying the plasmonic nature of the
near-infrared resonances in copper
chalcogenide nanocrystals

Vacancy-doping is a key attribute of the entire family of copper chalcogenide nanocrystals
(NCs), namely copper sulfide (Cu2-xS), copper selenide (Cu2-xSe), and copper telluride
(Cu2-xTe). The level of doping is expressed by (2-x) in the chemical formula and accounts for
a copper deficiency in the NC’s lattice.[26,40,129] This is in turn responsible for an increased
charge carrier density of ~1021/cm3 obviously evoking physical properties dominated by a
metallic character.[48] In nanoscale structures, such a high level of doping ultimately leads to
localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs) in the near-infrared (NIR), and indeed, strong
resonances in the NIR dominate the extinction spectra of copper deficient copper
chalcogenide NCs.[21,26,27,32,34,36-38] In the following chapter, evidence will be given for
the plasmonic nature of this NIR band. In particular, it will be shown that the NIR resonance
in copper chalcogenide NCs represents typical plasmonic characteristics, such as refractive
index sensitivity or size dependence. Furthermore, copper chalcogenide NCs also benefit
from their semiconducting nature in terms of chemical synthesis, which allows the production
of highly monodisperse NCs that self-assemble into ordered superlattice arrays.[6] This opens
an efficient route to investigate interparticle plasmon coupling, highlighting an advantage of
copper chalcogenide NCs over conventional plasmonic nanomaterials.
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IV.1 Localized surface plasmon resonances in
copper chalcogenide nanocrystals
To investigate the nature of the NIR resonance in copper deficient copper chalcogenide NCs,
Cu2-xS, Cu2-xSe, and Cu2-xTe NCs with x > 0 were synthesized by precisely controlling their
copper vacancy density (details described in chapter III.3.2).

Figure IV-1 Absorption spectra for (a) Cu 2- x S NCs (d = 5 nm), (b) Cu 2- x Se NCs
(d = 12 nm), and (c) Cu 2- x Te NCs (a = 5 nm). The insets show representative TEM
images (scalebar 50 nm).[34]
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Their extinction spectra together with representative TEM images are given in Figure IV-1
(Cu2-xS, dark green curve, 5 nm in diameter, Cu2-xSe, green curve, 12 nm in diameter, and
Cu2-xTe, turquoise curve, 5 nm edge length). All spectra are characterized by a steep rise in
the blue wavelength region, which is attributed to the interband absorption, and a dominant
resonance in the NIR. Copper deficient copper chalcogenides are characterized by an
increased carrier density, which confined to small dimensions lead to localized surface
plasmon resonances (LSPRs). As discussed in chapter II.2, a resonance is found when
( )

(II-27)

is satisfied. ε’(ω) is the real part of the dielectric function and εm the dielectric constant of the
medium. From (II-27) and (II-20) we get the frequency ωsp at which the resonance condition
(II-27) is satisfied:

√

(IV-1)

ωsp denotes the frequency at which the LSPR is found. γ depicts the damping constant, which
for free carriers is equal to the plasmon linewidth. The bulk plasmon resonance ωp is given as:

(II-19)

with the carrier density n, the electron mass me and charge e. Taking formula (IV-1) with ωsp
as the maximum of the NIR resonance, and
21

the linewidth, the charge carrier density n is

-3

calculated to give values of 1,4·10 cm , 1,6·1021 cm-3, and 5·1021 cm-3 for Cu2-xS, Cu2-xSe,
and Cu2-xTe NCs, respectively. This number is in agreement with previous findings for copper
chalcogenides [26,88] and an increased carrier density correlates with the blue-shift of the
plasmon resonance going from Cu2-xS to Cu2-xSe, and Cu2-xTe.
As discussed earlier in this chapter, it is the copper vacancy density expressed as x that is
responsible for the increased carrier density in the deficient copper chalcogenides (x > 0). It is
further expected to be proportional to the carrier density, as with each Cu-ion an electron from
the top of the valence band is removed, leaving behind an excess of holes.[26] Thus, the
stoichiometry factor x represents a measure of the vacancy, and with this the carrier density of
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the material. Structurally, x can be approximated from XRD analysis and assignment of the
NCs to an exact crystallographic structure. Such an analysis revealed that the Cu2-xS NCs can
be assigned to Cu1.97S with x = 0.03, the Cu2-xSe NCs to Cu1.8Se with x = 0.2 and finally
Cu2-xTe NCs to Cu1.4Te with x = 0.6. Please see appendix A.1 for further details. Taking into
account, the volume V of the particle, the density ρ, and the molar mass M, the copper
vacancies are calculated to give values of around ~1021 cm-3. This number clearly correlates
with the carrier density that has been determined from the LSPR, and, thus, shows
consistency with the assumption that each excess hole comes along with one copper vacancy.
The discussion above emphasizes the interpretation of the pronounced NIR resonance as an
LSPR, with the copper vacancies being responsible for the increased carrier density.
Additional evidence for the plasmonic nature of the NIR resonance in the copper deficient
(x > 0) NCs will be demonstrated in the following paragraphs. In particular, the sensitivity of
the LSPR in copper chalcogenide NCs to the solvent refractive index εm will be demonstrated,
its size dependence will be discussed, and the plasmon dynamics as determined via
femtosecond pump-probe spectroscopy presented.
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IV.1.1 Refractive index sensing with copper chalcogenide
nanocrystals
To assign the studied NIR absorption bands in copper chalcogenide NCs to LSPRs the
refractive index sensitivity of the NIR absorption band has been studied. According to
equation (II-27) and (IV-1) the LSPR is sensitive to the embedding medium refractive index
εm.[25] The sensitivity to εm is a characteristic typical for plasmon resonances.[25,66,130]

Figure IV-2 Plasmon resonances of (a) Cu 2- x S and Cu 2- x Se NCs in solvents of
different refractive indices, CS 2 (black curve), toluene (red curve) and hexane
(blue curve), spectra shifted for clari ty. (b) Refractive index versus plasmon
resonance in eV: Cu 2- x S (green line) and Cu 2- x Se (orange line).[34]

The LSPR of Cu2-xS and Cu2-xSe NCs with x > 0 in solvents with different refractive indices,
namely hexane (1.38), toluene (1.50) and CS2 (1.63) (Figure IV-2) were compared.
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To prepare the samples, 20 μL of a 5 mg/mL NC dispersion was dried in a nitrogen filled
glovebox and subsequently redispersed in 2 mL of the respective anhydrous solvent. An
oxygen induced influence on the plasmon resonances was prevented by transferring the NCs
into the different solvents in well controlled air-free conditions and with anhydrous
solvents.The optical extinction measurements were performed in screwcap- and septumsealed cuvettes to prevent any contact with air. In Figure IV-2a the extinction spectra for
Cu2-xS and Cu2-xSe NCs in hexane (blue curve), toluene (red curve), and CS2 (black curve) are
shown. For reasons of clarity and comprehensibility the plot is given in energy scale and
displayed in the region of the NIR band only. For both materials, Cu 2-xS and Cu2-xSe NCs, a
shift of the extinction maximum, i.e., LSPR is observed. The shifts are summarized in Figure
IV-2c where the LSPR peak position of the same Cu2-xS and Cu2-xSe (x > 0) NCs is plotted
versus the refractive index of the solvent. A red-shift in the maximum of the NIR plasmon
band with increasing refractive index of the solvent is observed. This behavior is expected for
a plasmon resonance,[25,66] however so far mainly shown for noble metal nanoparticles.[26]
In this work the sensitivity of the NIR band in vacancy doped copper chalcogenide NCs to the
medium refractive index has been demonstrated. This highlights their plasmonic character and
opens the route for plasmon sensing with copper chalcogenide NCs.[26,34]
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IV.1.2 Intrinsic size effect of the localized surface plasmon
resonance in Cu2-xS nanocrystals
The size dependence of the LSPR in copper chalcogenide NCs has been investigated by
synthesizing Cu2-xS NCs of various sizes, namely 4.5 nm (red curve, Figure IV-3), 3 nm
(brown curve, Figure IV-3), and 2.5 nm (black curve, Figure IV-3) in diameter. In Figure
IV-3 extinction spectra of Cu2-xS NCs together with representative TEM images are given. A
broadening and progressive red-shift of the LSPR is observed with decreasing NC size. The
LSPR is pronounced for the largest particles (4.5 nm) and weakened and broadened for
smaller sizes. For sub 2.5 nm particles the plasmon resonance is completely damped.[34]

Figure IV-3 Extinction spectra of Cu 2- x S NCs of varying sizes with respective TEM
images ranging from 4.5 nm (red curve), 3 nm (brown cuve) to 2.5 nm (black
curve) in diameter. Below 2.5 nm diameter the plasmon resonance is completely
damped.[34]

Plasmon resonances are known to be intrinsically size dependent below a certain diameter
(compare chapter II.2 for details).[66,131] This effect becomes important when the mean free
path of the free carriers exceeds the nanoparticle diameter. The carriers scatter with the
nanoparticle surface elastically and by this lose coherence more quickly, resulting in a
broadening and red-shift of the plasmon resonance with decreasing nanoparticle size.[62,63]
The discussion above demonstrates the intrinsic size effect of the plasmon resonance in
Cu2-xS NCs,[26,34] which can be attributed to the effect of surface scattering of free
carriers.[62,63]
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IV.1.3 Near-infrared plasmon dynamics in copper chalcogenide
nanocrystals
Femtosecond pump-probe spectroscopy is a unique tool for the study of carrier dynamics and
allows the time dependent identification of typical dynamical characteristics.[122] Thus, the
nature of the NIR band in the same copper chalcogenide NCs as presented in the first
paragraph of chapter IV, namely Cu2-xS (x > 0, d = 5 nm), Cu2-xSe (x > 0, d = 12 nm), and
Cu2-xTe (x > 0, a = 5 nm) has been investigated with femtosecond pump-probe spectroscopy.

Figure IV-4 Transient absorption spectra of a) Cu 2 - x S NCs (x > 0, d = 5 nm),
b) Cu 2- x Se NCs (x > 0, d = 12 nm), and c) Cu 2- x Te (x > 0, a = 5 nm) NCs at different
time delays after excitation at 400 nm with a femtosecond pulsed laser.[34]

Figure IV-4 displays transient absorption spectra of Cu2-xS, Cu2-xSe, and Cu2-xTe NCs at
different delay times after excitation after excitation with a femtosecond laser pulse in the
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interband absorption regime at 400 nm. An optical non-linearity is observed in the spectral
range of the LSPR. The observed feature suggests a broadening of the LSPR with respect to
the steady state absorption (not shown here).[34] Note, for Cu2-xTe NCs (Figure IV-4c) a gap
in the transient spectra is observed, as here the plasmon resonance covers the region where the
supercontinuum white light pulse does not allow measuring (spectral region from
750-850 nm), due to the high intensity and a non-continuous phase at the fundamental laser
wavelength around 800 nm.[34]

Figure IV-5 Recovery of the transient absorption signal for a ) Cu 2- x S NCs (x > 0,
d = 5 nm), b) Cu 2- x Se NCs (x > 0, d = 12 nm), and c) Cu 2- x Te NCs (x > 0, a = 5 nm)
monitored at the bleach maximum at 1250 nm, 1200 nm, and 730 nm (not
corresponding to the maximum), respect ively, together with a bi-exponential
fit. Inset: initial rise at short time scales plotted in logarithmic scale.[34]
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The time evolution of the maximum non-linearity for Cu2-xS, and Cu2-xSe NCs at 1250 nm,
and 1200 nm is given in Figure IV-5a and b and can be described by a bi-exponential decay.
In both cases the initial decay occurs within the first 3 ps with time-constants of less than
1 ps. The second, longer decay for Cu2-xS and Cu2-xSe NCs takes place on a time scale with
time constants of 85 and 250 ps. An initial rise is observed in the transient signal on shorter
time scales (inset to Figure IV-5a and b, logarithmic scale). Please note that the time trace for
the Cu2-xTe NCs sample (730 nm) does not correspond to the maximum non-linearity due to
the gap in the transient spectra. Nevertheless, the overall kinetics are represented here as well,
with a two-step decay composed of a fast component decaying within the first picoseconds
(time constant 1.5 ps) and second longer decay with a time constant of around 300 ps.[34]
A comparison of the carrier dynamics of copper chalcogenide NCs in the NIR with those of
noble metal nanoparticles in the region of the LSPR revealed a very similar behavior.[73] The
observed non-linearities in noble metal nanoparticles, caused by a laser induced heating of the
carrier gas, results in a broadening of the LSPR with respect to the steady state
absorption.[73] The kinetics of the transient spectra typically show a two step decay,[13]
correlated to elevated temperatures of the carrier gas (initial decay) and the lattice (second
decay) induced by the pump-pulse.[5] The first decay is understood as the carrier relaxation
due to carrier-phonon scattering, leaving the lattice at elevated temperatures. The second
decay is related to lattice cooling via phonon-phonon scattering with the surrounding medium.
Similar to our results, the first decay is expected to occur within the first picoseconds, while
the second longer decay occurs within ~100 ps.[5] After the initial excitation with the pump
pulse carrier-carrier scattering, also termed carrier thermalization,[5] leads to a new Fermi
electron distribution of the carrier gas corresponding to a higher carrier temperature.[74] This
is the time the transient spectra need to be fully developed, and detected by an initial rise in
the transient absorption spectra. It typically occurs within the first hundred femtoseconds.[5]
In copper deficient (x > 0) copper chalcogenide NCs a similar response is found and the
overall observations are consistent with the plasmon dynamics observed in noble metal
nanoparticles.
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The observed non-linearities of the plasmonic features can be explained by changes in the
dielectric function induced by elevated carrier and lattice temperatures, TC and TL,
respectively. To investigate the time evolution of the temperatures the two temperature model
(TTM) has been introduced, which is represented by two coupled differential equations:[132]

(

( )

( )

)

(

( )

)

(IV-2)

(IV-3)

where Cc(Tc) is the carrier specific heat capacity and CL(TL) the specific heat capacity of the
lattice. G is the electron-phonon coupling constant. By fitting the differential spectra, the time
dependence of the temperature TC and TL was identified, which reach values up to 104 K
depending on the pump fluence. This is in agreement with a recently reported work on
Cu2-xSe NCs.[42] Because of the much lower carrier density in the copper chalcogenide NCs
with respect to noble metals, a smaller carrier heat capacity results, which in turn leads to a
much higher effective carrier temperature at comparable fluences.[42] Nevertheless, these
results further support on the interpretation of the NIR resonance in copper chalcogenide NCs
as plasmonic in nature.
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IV.2 Interparticle plasmon coupling of Cu2-xS
nanocrystals in close packed superlattice
arrays
The self-assembled organization of NCs into ordered arrays such as superlattice structures is a
growing field in NC research.[6,133-139] To date superlattice structures of sub-millimeter
dimensions have been produced.[6] The self-assembly process is based on the monodispersity
of the sample. Provoked by slow evaporation of the solvent and triggered by natural forces
such as entropy, electrostatics, and van der Waals interactions the NCs are caused to order
into close packed superlattice arrays.[6,133] One of the major advantages of NC selfassembly is that the NCs in the superstructures are allowed to couple with each other to create
a multifunctional response, while retaining the exceptional, physical properties of their NC
building blocks.[6] This process is so far mainly observed for semiconductor NCs and rarely
observed in noble metal nanoparticles due to their lack in monodispersity.[60,140]
Interparticle plasmon coupling of plasmonic nanoparticles is of great interest for various
applications including biolabeling or surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy,[60,140] but has
so far only been observed for noble metal nanoparticles. In this chapter interparticle plasmon
coupling in Cu2-xS NCs is demonstrated for the first time while taking advantage of the selfassembly properties of monodisperse NCs into close packed superlattice arrays.

IV.2.1 Cu2-xS nanocrystal superlattice arrays
To monitor the behavior of the plasmon resonance upon close packing, copper deficient
plasmonic Cu2-xS (x > 0) NCs of 12 nm size, have been synthesized, as described in the
experimental section (chapter III.3.1).[123] Due to the very high monodispersity of the
as-synthesized NCs the resulting dispersion typically consisted of 12 nm Cu2-xS NCs arranged
into close packed superlattice arrays of sizes ranging between 500 and 1000 nm. A typical
TEM image illustrating these superstructures is given in Figure IV-6a. The hexagonal
arrangement of the reflections in the small angle electron diffraction (SAED) micrograph
(inset to Figure IV-6a) shows reflections at small angles characteristic of ordered NC arrays.
This illustrates that the NCs pack into close packed layers further stacking into multilayer
superlattices.[38] An estimated 4 × 104 Cu2-xS NCs form a 600 nm diameter superlattice.
Figure IV-6b depicts an ED micrograph of a NC superlattice, illustrating reflections rather
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than rings. Those reflect an arrangement of the NC building blocks with a preferred
crystallographic orientation.[38]

Figure IV-6 a) TEM image of Cu 2- x S NC superlattices, inset: SAED micrograph
illustrating the high order in the superlattice. b) ED micrograph of a Cu 2- x S NC
superlattice. The reflections indicate that all NCs order in the same
crystallographic direction.[38]

IV.2.2 Blue-shift of the plasmon resonance upon ligand induced
disassembly
To investigate the changes in the optical properties upon interparticle coupling, the careful
disassembly of the NC superlattices was triggered by the addition of ligands (oleylamine,
OAm) in excess, resulting in an exchange of the surface ligands. For details the reader is
referred to the appendix A.2. The ligand induced disassembly of the NCs was confirmed by
measuring the hydrodynamic radius of the NC dispersion before (1000 nm, size of the
superlattices) and after the addition of OAm in excess (~17 nm, the hydrodynamic radius of
the constituent NCs) (not shown here).[38] The optical properties were monitored upon the
disassembly process. The extinction spectra are given in Figure IV-7 together with the
respective TEM images of the close packed (red frame) and dispersed NCs (blue frame). Prior
to each measurement, the sample was gently shaken to prevent sedimentation of the
superlattices during measurement. The initial sample, containing the close packed superlattice
arrays (red curve) shows a maximum of the plasmon resonance at ~1540 nm. After the
addition of ligands in excess the spectrum gradually shifts until the plasmon resonance
reaches a value of 1370 nm (blue curve), which corresponds to a blue-shift of approximately
170 nm and the plasmon resonance of the non-coupling NC. Interparticle coupling may occur
when plasmonic nanoparticles are close enough to interact with each other, resulting in a red65
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shifted plasmon resonance with respect to the non-coupling particles. While interparticle
plasmon coupling is a well studied phenomenon in noble metal nanoparticles, it has not been
demonstrated for plasmonic copper chalcogenide NCs, yet. These results demonstrate the
plasmonic character of Cu2-xS NCs and present an effective route to investigate interparticle
plasmon coupling in copper chalcogenide NCs upon NC self-assembly into close packed
superlattice arrays.

Figure IV-7 Changes of the absorbance spectra tracked with time after the
addition of oleylamine together with representative TEM images of the close
packed (red frame) and dispersed NCs (blue frame) . The effect of NC close
packing on the plasmon resonance is tracked with time. The absorbance
spectrum of close packed NCs (red curve) shows a red -shifted plasmon
resonance with respect to the dispersed NCs (blue curve). The disassembly
process also leads to a blue-shift of the absorbance in the visible part of the
spectrum.[38]

Another finding upon disassembly of the particles is observed in the visible part of the
spectrum. Here, the spectrum of the superlattices appears to show a pronounced shoulder
extending to the red part of the spectrum (red curve). Upon disassembly it gradually weakens
(orange and green curves) until the resulting spectral profile after complete disassembly (blue
curve) resembles the one of isolated Cu2-xS NCs.[26,34,38] After disassembly an increased
absorption in the blue part of the spectrum at ~400 nm is observed that gradually gains
importance the more the disassembly process is promoted. During the disassembly process
the concentration of NCs is constant, thus, the changes in the absorbance are not due to
variations in the material’s concentration. To exclude any influence of changes in the crystal
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structure upon the addition of ligands in excess on the optical properties, the crystal structure
of the NC superlattices and the dispersed NCs has been measured. However, no changes
before and after their addition were found (not shown here).[38] These results suggest that the
tunability of the optical properties toward the visible is due to NC close packing only.

Figure IV-8 Normalized absorption spectra of Cu 2- x S NCs (x > 0) and NC
superlattices dispersed in a PMMA matrix. Samples measured in an integrating
sphere, excluding a scattering contribution to the absorption spectra. [38]

The measurements, as shown in Figure IV-7, have been performed in solution. A contribution
due to scattering, especially from the NC superlattices, cannot be excluded. Therefore the
same measurements were performed in an integrating sphere. This allows measurements of
the pure absorption excluding any contribution of scattering. The scattered light is collected
and the absorption can be directly accessed, as the sample absorption (A) is expressed by the
A = 1 − (T + S), with T being the transmitted and S the scattered light from the sample.[117]
The measurements were performed by mounting films of NCs and NC superlattices dispersed
in a PMMA matrix inside an integrating sphere. The red curve in Figure IV-8 corresponds to
the absorption spectrum of a NC dispersion of Cu2-xS NCs in a PMMA film. The absorption
shows a profile typical for Cu2-xS NCs in solution.[26,34,36,38] A steep decrease of
absorption in the UV region toward the blue is attributed to the interband transitions, while
the absorption in the rest of the visible is weak and overlapped by a broad background that
increases towards the near-infrared. This absorption in the red is due to plasmonic absorption
as discussed earlier in this chapter.[26,34,36,42] The weak absorption of the dispersed Cu2-xS
NCs observed in the visible is significantly enhanced toward the red in the spectrum of the
NC superlattices (red curve). It is dominated by a pronounced shoulder at 400 nm extending
in the red up to 700 nm. The residual absorption increasing toward the NIR is due to the
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plasmon resonance. The observed red-shifts might be explained by electric field effects that
occur due to the close packing of Cu2-xS NC into superlattices. The presence of a dipole
moment across the [100] direction in single Cu2S NCs has been highlighted in a recent
publication.[103] Beside the promotion of superlattice formation, an influence of appearing
dipole moments on the optical transitions cannot be fully excluded. Here, the quantum
confined Stark-effect could lead to a shift of the direct optical transition.[141,142] To get a
better understanding of the effects responsible for the changes in the optical spectra,
additional spectroscopic measurements such as transient absorption spectroscopy are required.
These results clearly indicate that the absorption profile of Cu2-xS NCs can be tuned toward
the red part of the visible spectrum upon arrangement into close packed superlattice
structures. This absorption in the visible is of great importance for the improvement of the
light harvesting properties of Cu2-xS NCs in solar energy conversion applications.
Furthermore, these results demonstrate the excellent suitability of self-assembled
monodisperse copper chalcogenide NCs for the investigation of plasmon coupling in this type
of plasmonic material.

IV.3

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, the NIR resonances in copper chalcogenide NCs have unambiguously been
identified to be of plasmonic nature. The plasmon resonance results from the high level of
vacancy doping in the NCs, with the carrier density being proportional to the number of
copper vacancies in the structure.[21,26,27,34,36,38] Indeed, the high efficiency of selfdoping results in LSPRs located in the NIR. The plasmonic nature of the NIR band has further
been confirmed by demonstrating refractive index sensitivity, the intrinsic size effect of the
plasmon resonance below a size of 4.5 nm, and the plasmon dynamics. A key characteristic of
this type of plasmonic material is related to its chemical synthesis that facilitates the
production of highly monodisperse NCs that further self-assemble into ordered superlattices.
This excellent self-ordering behavior of copper chalcogenide NCs allowed for the first time
the investigation of interparticle plasmon coupling in this new type of plasmonic material.
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V. Tuning the excitonic and plasmonic
properties of copper chalcogenide
nanocrystals

An appealing characteristic of vacancy doped copper chalcogenide NCs is their ability to
exhibit localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs) in the NIR, as demonstrated in the
previous chapter.[34,38] The high carrier density, responsible for LSPR formation, results
from heavy vacancy doping, which dominates the structure of the copper deficient copper
chalcogenide NCs (x > 0).[21,26,27,34,36,38] However, vacancy doped semiconductors
further offer the opportunity to chemically control the number of vacancies in the structure,
which in turn allows the exact tailoring of the carrier density. This results in the tunability of
the LSPR over a wide range of frequencies and highlights an additional characteristic of
plasmonic copper chalcogenide NCs. [20,27-35] A complete suppression of the LSPR is
achieved by chemically filling the copper vacancies in the structure, which ultimately
uncovers of the excitonic features present only in the stoichiometric NCs. Thus, the control
over the structural characteristics facilitates to selectively address excitons and plasmons
within one material. In this chapter, the tunability of the excitonic and plasmonic properties in
copper chalcogenide NCs under oxidative and reductive conditions is presented. A special
focus lies on the influence of the developing plasmon resonance on the excitonic transitions,
as those come close in energy.[26,34]
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V.1

Excitonic and plasmonic properties of Cu2-xS
nanocrystals

So far, an exact understanding of the structure dependent optical properties in copper
chalcogenide NCs remained fairly uncovered.[32,36,82] The major cause is the uncontrolled
synthesis of Cu2-xS, Cu2-xSe, and Cu2-xTe NCs with exact crystallographic phases. In this
work, stoichiometric (x = 0) and copper deficient (x > 0) copper chalcogenide NCs, as
described in detail in chapter III.3.2, were synthesized demonstrating a careful control over
their stoichiometry, i.e., copper vacancy density.[34]

Figure V-1 Extinction spectra of stoichiometric (x = 0, black curve) and copper
deficient (x > 0, red curve) Cu 2- x S NCs. The extinction below ~1000 nm is
ascribed to interband transitions in both materials. In the stoichiometric NCs a
weak excitonic feature is observed at the absorption onset (x = 0, black curve).
In contrast, a pronounced band in the NIR dominates the spectrum of the copper
deficient (x > 0) structure, which is attributed to a plasmon resonance due to
the high carrier density of ~10 21 /cm 3 .[34]

In Figure V-1 the extinction spectra of Cu2-xS NCs with x = 0 and x > 0 are given. The red
curve corresponds to the extinction spectrum of the copper deficient Cu2-xS NCs (x > 0)
showing a pronounced absorption band in the NIR. This is ascribed to the LSPR as
demonstrated in the previous chapter. On the contrary, the extinction spectrum of the
stoichiometric compound (x = 0, black curve in Figure V-1) is characterized by a steep rise in
the blue wavelength region, a low absorption onset at around 900 nm and no extinction in the
NIR.[34] The absence of copper vacancies in stoichiometric copper chalcogenide NCs with
x = 0 obviously alters the optical properties such as to be dominated by purely
semiconducting properties. In semiconductor NCs of confined dimensions size dependent
optical properties are expected when reaching sizes in the region of the exciton Bohr
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radius.[3] In the optical spectra this effect is observed by a shift of the absorption onset with
NC size and excitonic features in the spectra.[8] Those effects have been thoroughly
investigated in the past for Cd-based chalcogenide NCs,[3] while in the Cu-based
chalcogenides this discussion only recently started.[26,34,92] In the following, the optical
response of Cu2-xS NCs with x = 0 of varying size will be presented. Without a loss of
generality this discussion is restricted to Cu2S NCs while its findings are expected to hold for
the entire family of copper chalcogenide NCs.

Figure V-2 Absorption spectra for Cu 2 S (x = 0) NCs of varying size ranging from
2 to 5 nm (black to red curves) with the corresponding PL spectrum of the 5 nm
NCs (dashed red curve).[34]

In Figure V-2 the absorption spectra of Cu2S (x = 0) NCs of varying size ranging from 2 to
5 nm are given, where the black curve corresponds to the smallest particles and red to the
5 nm particles. A blue-shift of the absorption onset is found with decreasing NC size. Staying
with the 5 nm particles (red curve), the absorption spectrum shows a shoulder at the
absorption onset at around 900 nm. This absorption edge is blue-shifted with respect to the
bulk bandgap (1.2 eV) [40] suggesting that the exciton Bohr radius has dimensions of at least
5 nm, a finding that experimentally confirms the estimated values from a recently published
work.[36] Further, a size dependent blue-shift of the absorption onset with decreasing NC size
proves that the NC dimensions have fallen below the exciton Bohr radius. A broad shoulder at
the absorption onset is indicative for excitonic transitions. Only weak excitonic features are
observed in the NC spectra in opposition to findings from Cd-based chalcogenide NCs, where
strong peaks represent the excitonic transition.[13] Given in Figure V-2 (dashed red curve) is
the corresponding PL spectrum of the 5 nm Cu2S NCs, peaking at around 900 nm. A very low
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fluorescence quantum yield Фf of 4E-4 is found, which has been determined by optical
measurements relative to a standard reference (details in the appendix A.2). The observed
very low fluorescence quantum yield and broad excitonic features may be due to the band
structure of the material that is characterized by an indirect lowest energy transition.[34]
Nevertheless, the results presented in this chapter demonstrate the excitonic properties of
stoichiometric Cu2S NCs (x = 0), findings expected for the entire family of copper
chalcogenide NCs.

Figure V-3 XRD patterns of the Cu 2−x S NCs with x > 0, red curve, and Cu 2 S NCs
with x = 0, black curve; bulk reference stick powder patterns: green curves
represent Cu 2 S (x = 0) with chalcocite crystal structure and blue curves Cu 1. 97 S
(x = 0.03), with djurleite crystal structure. [34]

The crystallographic phases of copper chalcogenide NCs with x = 0, showing excitonic
behavior, can be differentiated from the copper deficient, plasmonic phases (x > 0) via X-ray
diffraction (XRD) analysis, as to each of them an exact crystallographic structure can be
ascribed. In Figure V-3 the XRD patterns for the stoichiometric (x = 0, black curve) and
copper deficient (x >0, red curve) copper sulfide NCs of 5 nm in diameter, together with the
respective powder reference stick patterns (green, Cu2S, chalcocite and blue curve, Cu1.97S,
djurleite) are given. The small NC dimensions with crystalline domains of only around 5 nm
are responsible for a significant broadening of the peaks. Both materials consist of large unit
cells with complex crystal structures.[80] Although both structures are very similar, the NCs
may be differentiated by the two main reflections at ~47° and 49° 2θ in both structures. In the
copper deficient phase (x > 0, red curve) those strongly overlap, while those can be well
distinguished in the stoichiometric phase (x = 0, black curve).[34] Taken together, an exact
assignment of the excitonic (x = 0) and plasmonic (x > 0) Cu2-xS NCs to a certain
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crystallographic structure has been demonstrated, fulfilling the requirement for an
investigation of their structure dependent optical properties. Further, these results demonstrate
that by controlling the structural characteristics of copper chalcogenide NCs their excitonic or
plasmonic properties can be addressed on demand.

V.2 Tuning the plasmonic properties upon
controlled oxidation
For evaluation of the tunable optical properties, stoichiometric Cu2-xS and Cu2-xSe NCs with
x = 0 have been prepared under air-free conditions as described in chapter III.3.2.

Figure V-4 Time evolution of the e xtinction spectra of stoichiometric (a) Cu 2− x S
(x = 0, black curve) and (b) Cu 2 −x Se (x =0, black curve) NCs during oxidation for
6 days and 10 h (respectively). With exposure to oxygen the plasmon resonance
gradually increases in intensity and blue-shifts with reaction time, indicated
from black to red. The insets show representative TEM micrographs of the
(a) Cu 2 - x S and (b) Cu 2- x Se NCs (the scale bar is 50 nm).[34]
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TEM micrographs of the as-synthesized NCs are shown in the insets in Figure V-4a
(Cu2-xS, 5 nm) and b (Cu2-xSe, 12 nm). The extinction spectra of the stroichiometric NCs,
with x = 0, are given as black curves in Figure V-4a and b. The spectra in both cases are
characterized by a steep extinction at short wavelengths with a low intensity onset ~900 nm,
and negligible extinction in the NIR. Such an absorption spectrum has been attributed to the
purely semiconducting or excitonic properties of the stoichiometric compounds (refer to
chapter V.1 for details). The effect of oxygen on the optical and structural properties has been
examined. For this, the initially stoichiometric NC dispersion (x = 0, black curves in Figure
V-4) has been opened to air to allow oxygen diffusion into the initially sealed samples. Upon
exposure to oxygen the development of an NIR band in the NC spectrum is observed that
gradually gains intensity and blue-shifts with increasing oxidation time (black to red curves,
Figure V-4a and b). After ca. 10 h under oxidative conditions for Cu2-xSe and ca. 6 days for
Cu2-xS NCs, no further spectral changes were observed and the NIR band is fully developed.
These observations are in good agreement with recent studies of Cu2-xS [26] and Cu2-xSe
NCs.[32] Focusing on the region of interband transitions at ~900 nm, it is observed that upon
evolution of the NIR band also the lowest interband transitions are affected. This indicates an
influence of the appearance of the plasmon resonance on the excitonic transitions in the
NCs.[34]

Figure V-5 Time evolution of the XRD patterns of the Cu 2 −x Se NCs during
oxidation, from the black to the red curve after 0 (x = 0, black curve), 15, 120,
220, and 320 min (x = 0.2, red curve) of air exposure. The vertical bars are the
corresponding, color-coded, bulk reference patterns.[34]

A detailed analysis of the structural changes during the oxidation process has been performed
on Cu2-xSe NCs. The results are displayed in Figure V-5, with the time evolution indicated by
a color change from black to red. The XRD pattern of the stoichiometric tetragonal Cu 2-xSe
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NCs (x = 0) before exposure to air is given in black. A gradual transformation from the
stoichiometric tetragonal phase Cu2-xSe NCs (x = 0) into the non-stoichiometric, cubic phase
Cu2-xSe (x = 0.2) NCs is observed upon the exposure to oxygen, in agreement with previous
reports.[82] In particular, after 15 min of oxygen exposure the main peaks at 26.2, 43.8 and
51.8° shift to slightly higher 2θ angles, indicating a decrease in the lattice parameters.
Simultaneously two peaks at 38.9 and 39.7° present in the stoichiometric, tetragonal Cu2-xSe
(x = 0) phase disappear and two peaks corresponding to the copper deficient, Cu2-xSe
(x = 0.2) appear at ~65° and 72°. After 320 min the pattern is fully developed and
corresponds to the cubic Cu2-xSe with x = 0.2. The results suggest a gradual transformation
from the tetragonal, stoichiometric to the cubic, copper deficient phase upon air exposure.
While TEM imaging confirms the preservation of the NCs original morphology (not shown
here), the XRD measurements show that their stoichiometry and crystal structure are altered
upon oxidation. This suggests a correlation between the evolution of the plasmon resonance
and the transformation from stoichiometric (Cu2-xSe, x = 0) to the copper deficient (Cu2-xSe,
x > 0) phase upon exposure to oxygen. As discussed in chapter II.3 the oxidation process
leads to the creation of copper vacancies responsible for the formation of free carriers (holes)
in the copper deficient NCs.[32,82] The more the oxidation process proceeds, the larger the
stoichiometry factor x becomes. This is correlated to an increasing number of free carriers in
the NC’s valence band.[32] Free carriers localized to a confined volume give rise to plasmon
resonances. Upon oxidation a blue-shift and increase in intensity of the plasmon resonance is
observed, in accordance with a gradual increase in carrier concentration and copper vacancy
density upon the oxidation. [26,36]
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V.3 Suppressing the plasmon resonance via
chemical reduction
In the previous section, the conducted experiments clearly demonstrated the oxygen induced
formation of the NIR plasmon resonance in Cu2-xS and Cu2-xSe NCs. In the following chapter
the back tuning of the plasmon resonance will be demonstrated. It is the addition of a
reducing agent that leads to an opposite behavior, namely the suppression of the plasmon
resonance and.

Figure V-6 Evolution of the extinction spectra upon the addition of DIBAH to a
Cu 2−x Se (x > 0) NCs dispersion. The initial copper deficient (x > 0) sample shows
a pronounced plasmon resonance (black curve), while after some time of
reaction the plasmon resonance is suppressed, indicating a decrease in carrier
density and copper deficiencies. [34]

Experimentally this is performed by the addition of a strong reducing agent,
diisobutylaluminium hydride (DIBAH), to a dispersion of copper deficient Cu2-xSe NCs
(x > 0), as shown in Figure V-6 (black curve). The presence of DIBAH leads to a significant
red-shift of the plasmon resonance and decrease in intensity, until its nearly complete
suppression (red curve in Figure V-6). Further as indicated in Figure V-6 by the arrows, the
addition of DIBAH and the suppression of the plasmon resonance results in a red-shift and
increase of intensity in the region where the interband transitions are expected (~900 nm).
This again indicates the influence of the plasmon resonance on the interband transitions.
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Figure V-7 Diffraction patterns of copper deficient Cu 2 −x Se (x > 0) NCs (black
curves), and the reduced Cu 2- x Se NCs (red curves) together with the respective
reference patterns. Left is an enlarged region of the diffraction patterns
illustrating the most significant changes in the patterns.[34]

The suppression of the plasmon resonance comes along with a decrease in carrier density and
indicates a decreased number of copper vacancies. Structural analysis with XRD reveals that
the plasmonic Cu2-xSe NCs (x > 0, black curve, Figure V-6) are copper deficient cubic
Cu2-xSe with x = 0.2 before the addition of DIBAH (black pattern, Figure V-7). After the
addition of DIBAH the XRD pattern indicates a recovery of the non-deficient, stoichiometric,
tetragonal crystal structure of Cu2Se (x = 0, red pattern in Figure V-7). This finding is in
agreement with the observed suppression of the plasmon resonance for stoichiometric Cu2-xSe
NCs with x = 0 as seen in Figure V-6. Taken together, the addition of the strong reducing
agent DIBAH leads to an injection of electrons to the NCs that drives the reduction of Cu 2+ to
Cu+. This entails a decrease of the copper vacancy density and with this a reduced number of
free charge carriers in the structure, in accordance to a gradual red-shift and decrease in the
intensity of the plasmon resonance. Moreover, a concomitant change in the crystal structure
under the reductive conditions along with a change in stoichiometry, from the copper
deficient (x > 0) to the stoichiometric (x = 0) is observed.
These results distinctly demonstrate the option to reversibly tune the copper vacancy density
in copper chalcogenide NCs upon oxidation and reduction, in turn responsible the
development and suppression of the LSPR. Upon the exposure to oxygen the plasmon
resonance is formed, while upon the addition of a strong reducing agent the plasmon
resonance is suppressed. Further, the crystal structure changes between the stoichiometric
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(x = 0) and the copper deficient (x > 0) structures under oxidative and reductive conditions
along with the optical properties.[34]

V.4 Probing the causes of copper vacancy formation
Elemental analysis was performed to answer the question of the mechanism of copper
removal from the NCs, i.e., the formation of copper vacancies and its insertion into the lattice
upon oxidation and reduction. In particular, ICP-OES (Inductively Coupled Plasma - Optical
Emission Spectrometry) of digested NCs and SEM-EDS (Scanning Electron MicroscopyEnergy Dispersive Spectroscopy) was carried out on the copper deficient Cu2-xTe NCs
exhibiting a plasmon resonance at around 900 nm (compare Figure IV-1c).[34] A Cu:Te
atomic ratio of the NCs very close to 2:1 was found. This number suggests a stoichiometric
composition, which is in contradiction to the observed plasmon resonance that indicates a
copper deficiency. This might be explained by the fact that Cu(II) species under oxidative
conditions do not leave the NCs but remain bound to the NC surface and contribute to the
overall Cu:Te ratio.[34] To confirm that Cu(II) does not leave the copper chalcogenide NCs
during the oxidation/reduction cycle, non-oxidized, stoichiometric and oxidized, copper
deficient copper selenide NCs were precipitated and the remaining supernatants were
inspected by ICP-OES. In both supernatants the concentrations of copper ions was very low,
3.4 mg/L and 1.9 mg/L, respectively. However, a significant increase of copper concentration
is expected in the supernatant of oxidized, copper deficient Cu2-xSe NCs if removed copper
entered the solution in form of molecular species. A diffusion of 10% of copper ions present
in the Cu2Se NCs into the solution would lead to an increased concentration of copper of
about 50 mg/L, which was not observed.[34] Both experiments lead to the assumption that Cu
species form a thin layer at the NC surface, most probably forming a layer of CuO or as a
monolayer of Cu(II) atoms bound to surface ligands. A similar mechanism has been suggested
by Riha et al.[82] and is discussed in chapter II.3.1. Further, the addition of DIBAH to the
solution leads to a suppression of the LSPR and filling of the copper vacancies. This occurs
without the addition of an external Cu(I) source and indicates that Cu-ions can be reinserted
into the lattices from these surface layers.[34]
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V.5 Plasmon induced quenching of the excitonic
transitions
The evolution of the plasmon resonance appears to significantly affect the region of the
interband transitions of copper chalcogenide NCs upon both, the oxidation and reduction
experiments, as already demonstrated in Figure V-4 and Figure V-6, respectively.

Figure V-8 (a) Extinction spectrum of Cu 2 - x S NCs upon oxidation (black to red
curves), (c) its reduction after the addition of DIBAH (black to re d curves), and
(e) its re-oxidation (black to red curves) together with the corresponding PL
spectra (b) oxidation, (d) reduction, and (f) re -oxidation (always black to red
curves). Blue curve in (d) shows the PL intensity before oxidation as reference
(as given in (b), black curve).
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The following discussion focuses on Cu2-xS NCs as to evaluate the role of plasmon formation
on the interband transitions. In stoichiometric Cu2-xS NCs (x = 0) the interband transition is
characterized by broad excitonic features and a weak PL (compare chapter V.1). Nevertheless,
PL is a measure for the radiative recombination associated with such excitonic transitions and
as such PL spectroscopy is a powerful tool for its investigation.[34] The extinction and PL
spectrum of Cu2-xS NCs (x = 0) before exposure to air is displayed in Figure V-8a and b
(black curves), respectively. This sample was then opened to air for a few seconds to trigger
the reaction with oxygen. Thereafter spectra were recorded after 1, 2, 4, and 10 hours of
reaction time (Figure V-8a, black to red curves). Upon the evolution of the plasmon
resonance, the disappearance of the excitonic feature after the first hour of reaction is
observed, followed by a gradual blue-shift and decrease in intensity with reaction time (Figure
V-8a, black to red curve). PL quenching is observed by a factor of ~ 2 after the first hour of
reaction until it is completely quenched after 10 h of reaction (Figure V-8b, black to red
curves). The inset to Figure V-8b gives the correlation of the plasmon band evolution and the
quenching of PL as a function of time. It shows that the kinetics of PL quenching shows
similar trends as the evolution of the plasmon resonance. [34]
In the following the reverse tuning of the LSPR and its influence on the excitonic transitions
will be presented. The black curve in Figure V-8c and d shows the extinction and PL
spectrum of a slightly oxidized Cu2-xS (x > 0) NCs dispersion displaying a plasmon resonance
in the NIR and a very weak PL, respectively. Upon the addition of DIBAH the plasmon
resonance decreases in intensity and red-shifts until it is completely suppressed (Figure V-8c,
black to red curves). Notably, the broad excitonic features characterizing the initially
non-oxidized samples are recovered upon the suppression of the plasmon resonance (Figure
V-8c, red curve). Simultaneously, the PL spectra display a significant increase in intensity
(Figure V-8d, black to red curve), with the intensity of the final PL after the complete reaction
with DIBAH exceeding the intensity of the initial, non-oxidized sample (blue curve in Figure
V-8c). Taken together the reduction experiments indicate a complete recovery of the initial
optical properties upon the suppression of the plasmon resonance. These findings indicate a
recovery of the initial interband transitions, related to the Burstein-Moss effect of heavily
doped semiconductors, as discussed in chapter II.3. It further explains the blue-shift of the
absorption edge in the copper deficient structure with respect to the stoichiometric one.[89]
The PL intensity after reaction with DIBAH, which exceeds the PL of the initial non-oxidized


Note that the extinction spectra are plotted in the region of the interband transition (800 nm - 1200 nm), thus,
the LSPR peaks are not shown in the graphs and LSPR evolution is observed as an increased NIR absorption,
only.
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Cu2-xS NCs, indicates that a significant number of free charge carriers are present in the initial
Cu2-xS NCs (x = 0) that contribute to PL quenching before exposure to oxygen, although not
evolving in a detectable plasmon resonance.[34]
Finally, the same samples were again opened to air to trigger the oxidation induced evolution
of the NIR plasmon resonance (black to red curves, Figure V-8e), giving rise to a subsequent
PL quenching (black to red curves, Figure V-8f). The oxidation kinetics occur on a much
faster time scale when compared to the initial sample (Figure V-8a and b), which suggests
that the reduced sample is in a more labile state and more prone to oxidation after a first
reduction cycle.
These results show that with oxidation and reduction a reversible effect can be observed on
the excitonic transitions. The exposure to oxygen leads to an evolution of the plasmon
resonance, a loss of the excitonic feature in the extinction and a quenching of PL intensity. On
the other hand, the addition of a reducing agent evokes the suppression of the plasmon
resonance, inducing a complete recovery of the initial excitonic properties. This indicates that
the occurrence of the plasmon resonance (coming along with an increased carrier density)
promotes a higher probability of non-radiative recombination in our NCs.

Figure V-9 Time-resolved PL spectra of stoichiometric (x = 0, black curve) and
oxidized, copper deficient Cu 2− x S NCs (x > 0, brown and red curves), excited at
400 nm. The extent of oxidation increases from the black to the red. The
corresponding extinction spectra (not shown here) show an increasing NIR
plasmon resonance upon oxidation. [34]

To further evaluate this, the effect of plasmon resonance formation on the excitonic
transitions has been investigated by means of time-resolved PL spectroscopy (Figure V-9).
Upon the evolution of the plasmon band in the NIR (black to red curves Figure V-9,
corresponding PL and extinction spectra not shown) the PL intensity is quenched concomitant
with a shortening of the exciton lifetime. The three traces given in Figure V-9
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(at λmax = 900 nm) are characterized by a bi-exponential decay with a fast initial component of
10 ps which corresponds to the time resolution of our setup, and a second longer decay on a
timescale of about 100 ps. In the course of oxidation the amplitude of the fast initial
component gains in intensity. This is reminiscent of a multiparticle interaction, such as Auger
recombination.[143] Auger recombination is an expected process, since upon oxidation the
particles carry an increased density of holes that can interact with the exciton leading to nonradiative decay of the electron-hole pair. Carrier trapping might also play a significant role
related to the number of copper vacancies created in the structure or the change in surface
chemistry upon oxidation. Furthermore, it cannot be excluded that the PL quenching is
partially influenced by the energy transfer from the exciton to the plasmon. Nevertheless, the
observed influence of oxygen, i.e., plasmon evolution on the excitonic transition has to be
taken into account regarding their possible application in photovoltaics.[34]

V.6 Chapter summary
In this chapter, the unique property of copper sulfide NCs to hold excitons and LSPRs in one
structure has been demonstrated. In particular, it has been shown that those characteristics can
be selectively addressed by controlling the crystal structure, i.e., vacancy density of the NCs.
This exact tailoring of the copper vacancy density further highlights the attractive feature of
reversible tunability of the plasmon resonance in copper chalcogenide NCs over a wide range
of frequencies in the NIR (1000 - 2000 nm), controlled via oxidation and reduction. The
tunability also reflects itself in the excitonic properties, where a quenching and recovery of
the excitonic transitions is a result of the controlled plasmon tuning. The high charge carrier
density in the NCs upon plasmon formation indicates an Auger type recombination, while a
partial influence of the energy transfer from the exciton to the plasmon might also be
envisaged. A more detailed study on the carrier dynamics of both, the exciton and the
plasmon, is required to uncover the fundamental influence of the LSPR on the exciton. To
summarize, the results demonstrated in this chapter deliver a better understanding of the
optical characteristics of vacancy-doped copper chalcogenide NCs related to their structural
properties. Furthermore, copper chalcogenide NCs offer the unique possibility to hold highly
tunable LSPR and excitons on demand. As such they might hold as an appealing material
system for the investigation of exciton plasmon interactions.[34]
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VI. Free carriers or carrier localization? –
Deviation from the usual Drude model

An outstanding property of copper chalcogenide NCs is their ability to hold tunable localized
surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs) in the NIR.[26,32-35,38,42,45,144] In particular, as
shown in the previous chapter, it is the manipulation of the copper vacancy density in the
structure that allows the control over the LSPR.[26,31,32,36] This characteristic represents an
additional means of tunability of the plasmon resonance with respect to noble metal
nanoparticles.[26,32,34] To describe the plasmonic properties of copper chalcogenide NCs
theoretically, mainly the Drude model has been used.[26,27,32,33,35-37,42,45,145] This is
reasonable, as characteristics, such as refractive index sensitivity,[26,34] interparticle plasmon
coupling,[38] or plasmon dynamics [34,42] imply a consistent behavior of the plasmon
resonances in copper chalcogenide NCs and noble metal nanostructures.[32,42] Discussions
mainly focused on spherical nanoparticles, assuming a free carrier metal-like behavior of
copper chalcogenide NCs.[26,27,32,33,35,36,42] Only to a minor extent also anisotropic
shapes such as rods or disks have been examined.[33,35,37,45,145] For a full examination of
the dielectric properties, however, the treatment of various shapes with one given dielectric
function is of major importance. Up to now a weak synthetical control over precise shapes
with direct one-pot synthesis approaches have anticipated such an investigation. Copper
sulfide (Cu2-xS) and copper selenide (Cu2-xSe) NCs of various shapes,[37] such as
spheres,[36,82,92,98,99,103,104] nanorods,[45,105] and platelets [105-107] have been
reported, while the direct synthesis of their tellurium counterparts still remains poorly
controlled.[146-149] In the following chapter, the advantage of ion exchange reactions to
synthesize copper telluride (Cu2-xTe) NCs of precise shapes, such as spheres, rods and
tetrapods will be presented, thereby specially focusing on the exact evaluation of their shape
dependent optical properties. A direct comparison of the experimental results with theoretical
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modeling provides insight into the character of the NIR resonances in copper chalcogenide
NCs.

VI.1 Shape dependent extinction of Cu2-xTe
nanocrystals
In ion exchange reactions the insertion and exchange of cations in ionic NCs leads to
chemical transformations. These come along with a concomitant modification of their crystal
structure and composition, while the initial NC morphology is retained.[16,46-51,150] This
advantage has been utilized within this work to synthesize Cu2-xTe NCs of various shapes,
namely spheres, nanorods, and tetrapods, by using CdTe NCs as templates for the ion
exchange reaction. Those were produced through standard procedures, as described in detail
in chapter III.3.1.[126,127,151] In the cation ion exchange process the initial CdTe NCs are
transformed to Cu2-xTe NCs upon the addition of Cu+ to the initial CdTe NC dispersion.
While Cd2+ is exchanged by Cu+ the initial shape of the NC is persevered. In that way Cu2-xTe
spheres of 9 nm in diameter, rods of ~5 nm in width and 21 nm in length, and tetrapods with
an arm length of ~12 nm and an arm width of ~5 nm, have been produced. The ion exchange
process was confirmed via optical spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis, energy
dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) and electron diffraction (ED). Shape preservation of the
Cu2-xTe NCs after ion exchange is confirmed with TEM. The reader is referred to the
appendix A.4 and A.5 for details. Respective TEM images of the as-synthesized Cu2-xTe NCs
are given in Figure VI-1(a-c) together with their corresponding absorption spectra. In all three
cases the spectrum is characterized by a steep absorption increase for the short wavelength
attributed to the interband transitions, and a pronounced band in the NIR ascribed to the LSPR
(as thoroughly discussed in chapter IV and V). The LSPR for the spheres is located at 1074
nm, with the absorption approaching zero further in the NIR (Figure VI-1a). For the rods and
tetrapods the NIR band is found at 1069 nm and 1103 nm with the absorption extending to
the NIR up to 3300 nm, above which our measurement setup is not sensitive (Figure VI-1b
and c). Remarkably, the absorption to the NIR does not result in a pronounced peak, but is
rather broad and only slightly increasing in intensity at the red end of the spectrum. This has
further been confirmed via fourier-transform IR (FTIR) spectroscopy showing a broad
featureless absorption up to 500 cm-1 (refer to the appendix A.6).
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Remarkably, the Cu2-xTe NC shape does not present a strong influence on the extinction
spectrum. These results appear to be in stark contrast to findings from strongly plasmonic
material such as gold (compare chapter II.2). Due to strong electric fields sensitive to the
nanoparticle shape and its boundary conditions a strong shape dependence of the extinction
spectrum is observed. Moreover, in elongated structures, such as nanorods, two distinct
features characterize the spectra, representing the excitation of the carrier oscillations along
and perpendicular to the nanorod axis (compare chapter II.2).[39] This however is not
observed in the rod spectrum of the Cu2-xTe NCs.

Figure VI-1 Extinction spectra of the ion exchanged Cu 2 - x Te NCs (a) spheres
(λ m a x = 1074 nm), (b) rods (λ m a x = 1069 nm), and (c) tetrapods (λ ma x = 1103 nm)
together with representative TEM images. [39]
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VI.2 Optical modeling of Cu2-xTe nanocrystals of
various shapes
To understand the weak shape dependence of the optical spectra, as observed for Cu 2-xTe
NCs, a thorough investigation of the shape dependent optical properties will be presented in
the following chapter. This is supported by a direct comparison with theoretical modeling
based on the discrete dipole approximation (DDA).[39] Particularly, the extinction spectra of
a Cu2-xTe sphere, a nanorod and a tetrapod were modeled by using different dielectric
functions, namely an empirical dielectric function of bulk Cu2-xTe,[152] the Drude dielectric
function, and a dielectric function based on the Lorentz model. The so obtained extinction
cross sections are summarized in Figure VI-2(I), (II), and (III), respectively. The input
morphologies for all modeling results are displayed as insets to Figure VI-2(I) and were
determined from TEM micrographs. These are a 9 nm sphere (Figure VI-2a), a rod of 5 nm in
width, 21 nm in length with a tip radius set to 2 nm (Figure VI-2b), and a tetrapod of 5 nm in
width and 12 nm arm length (Figure VI-2c).[39]
In the first part of the following chapter the extinction cross sections for the different shapes
as calculated with the empirical dielectric function will be discussed. The results of the
modeling are shown in Figure VI-2(I). A comparison of the experimental and modeled data
reveals a qualitative representation of the measured spectra (as shown in Figure VI-1) in all
three cases, while a mismatch of the plasmon resonances between the calculated and
measured spectra of approximately 100 nm is found. In particular, the calculated spectra are
blue-shifted with respect to the experimental ones, namely 943 nm vs. 1074 nm for the
spheres; 983 nm vs. 1069 nm for the rods; and 1007 nm vs. 1103 nm for the tetrapods. In any
way, the observed mismatch can be explained as inherent in the empirical dielectric function
and does not influence the main conclusion drawn from this investigation.[39] The Cu2-xTe
dielectric function, as given by Farag et al. is an average over multiple film thicknesses, while
their reflectivity and transmission measurements indicate a film thickness-dependent
behavior.[152] The use of a thickness-averaged dielectric function might lead to the observed
discrepancies. Further, the thin film XRD data does not allow the assignment of Cu2-xTe thin
films to an exact crystal structure. A deviation from the weissite structure of our NCs might
come along with a discrepancy in the copper deficiency (as discussed in chapter V) and with
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this to an altered dielectric function.[152] The shoulder in the modeled spectrum of the sphere
on the blue side of the NIR band is assigned to an artifact from the empirical input data.

Figure VI-2 (I), (II), and (III) are DDA calculations using: (I) the empiric al
dielectric function of Cu 2- x Te [152] showing the modeling results for a Cu 2- x Te
(a)
sphere
(d = 9 nm,
λ ma x = 943 nm),
(b)
nanorod
(length x width,
LxW = 21x5 nm,
λ ma x = 983 nm),
and
(c)
tetrapod
(LxW = 12x5 nm,
λ ma x = 1007 nm); (II) the Drude model showing the modeling results for the
same (a) sphere (λ m a x = 1090 nm), (b) nanorod (λ m a x = 1050 nm and 1284 nm),
and (c) tetrapod (λ ma x = 1068 nm); and (III) the Lorentz model showing the
modeling results for the same (a) sphere (λ ma x = 990 nm), (b) nanorod
(λ m a x = 1003 nm), and (c) tetrapod (λ ma x = 1022 nm). In b(I), b(II) and b(III) the
black thin solid curves represent the T -bands; the dashed thin curves, the L bands; and the black thick solid curves represen t the averaged extinction cross
section of the nanorods. All experimental spectra were measured in
tetrachlorethylene as solvent, and thus, a dielectric constant of 1.505 was used
for the surrounding medium in the simulations. [39]

Staying with the modeling results obtained from the empirical dielectric function, in the
following the data for the rod shaped particles will be discussed (Figure VI-2b(I)). By
exciting the collective oscillations along the axis of the nanorod (in the following termed as
the longitudinal or L-band) and perpendicular to it (transverse or T-band) separately allows
for a decomposition of the plasmon band into its contributions (Figure VI-2b(I), thin dashed
line and thin solid line, respectively). The polarization of the incoming electric field is
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illustrated by the arrows next to the rod sketch in Figure VI-2b(I). The T-band has its
maximum at ~932 nm and approaches zero to the NIR. It resembles the spectrum of the
spherical particles. The L-band peaks at ~1073 nm and has an extended absorption to the NIR.
A good representation of a nanorod measurement in solution (as in Figure VI-1b) is
theoretically given by averaging over all possible excitation directions. This calculation is
represented as thick black curve in Figure VI-2b. Notably, the plasmon resonance in the
averaged spectrum is composed of both, the T- and the L-band. Their resonances are
energetically very close and can, thus, not be distinguished in the ensemble measurement.
This is an unusual finding, with respect to strongly plasmonic material of noble metals such as
gold, where two distinct bands characterize the extinction spectrum corresponding to the
L- and the T-band (compare chapter II.2). The residual absorption in the NIR is purely
constituted from the L-band.
This strong influence of the L-band on the red part of the rod shaped spectrum is further
illustrated from size dependent calculations as given in Figure VI-3.[39] As a result from the
variation of the AR (by increasing the length of the rod while keeping the width and tip radius
constant), the T-band position remains constant, while the L-band red-shifts with increasing
AR (Figure VI-3), a finding in agreement with plasmonic nanorods such as gold. However,
these calculations further underline the strong contribution of the L-band to the broad NIR
absorption, which is getting more pronounced with increasing nanorods length.
Experimentally, a similar behavior has been found. The investigation of higher AR rods
(AR = 9.6) show a more pronounced absorption in the NIR with respect to the previously
investigated rods (AR = 4.1).[39] For details the reader is referred to the appendix A.7. These
latter results indicate that plasmon damping gains importance the lower aspect ratio gets, i.e.,
the more the nanorods approach the spherical case.
Taken together the modeling results obtained with the empirical dielectric function [152]
demonstrate that the T- and L-band are very close in energy in the Cu2-xTe nanorods and
contribute both to the plasmon resonance in the averaged spectrum. This finding stands in
stark contradiction to strongly plasmonic material such as gold, where two distinct bands due
to the excitation along (L-band) and perpendicular to the long axis of the nanorods (T-band)
are found. The theoretical modeling with the empirical dielectric function further revealed that
the broad absorption observed in the NIR is solely due to the excitation along the long axis of
the plasmon resonance (L-band). Finally, the weak shape dependence, as observed in the
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experimental spectra is represented in the modeling with the empirical dielectric
function.[39,152]

Figure VI-3 (a-d) DDA modeling results of Cu 2- x Te nanorods of varying size u sing
the empirical dielectric function as input data: [152] L-band (black dashed
curves) and T-band black solid curves together with the averaged extinction
cross section (black thick curve) for nanorods wit h 10, 21, 15, and 30 nm total
length, while keeping width (5 nm) and tip radius (2 nm) constant. e) Shift of
the extinction maximum with nanorod length for the L -band (black dashed
curves), T-band (black solid curves) and the averaged extinction cross sect ion
(black thick curve).

Plasmonic nanostructures can be modeled using the Mie theory and the Drude model to
describe the optical properties. Thus, to understand the findings given in the previous
paragraph and to gain further insight on the nature of the NIR optical resonances in Cu2-xTe
NCs, the extinction spectra for all three NC shapes were modeled with the Drude dielectric
function (compare formula (II-20)). This has been determined by fitting the Mie resonance,
according to equation (II-26) to the experimentally observed optical spectra of a sphere of
9 nm diameter. The best fitting Drude function is obtained with the fitting parameters
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γ = 0.6 eV,

-

= 8.4, and ωp = 4.1 eV. The same parameters have been used to simulate

the Cu2-xTe nanorods and tetrapods.
In the following paragraphs the results obtained with the Drude dielectric function will be
discussed and are displayed in Figure VI-2(II). The fit of the Mie resonance to the
experimental extinction spectrum of the 9 nm Cu2-xTe sphere is shown in Figure VI-2a(II). It
demonstrates a similar asymmetry as observed in the experimental spectrum with a maximum
peak position at 1090 nm with respect to 1074 nm for the experiment. While the plasmon
resonance is accurately represented, the interband transitions are not included in the Drude
theory (compare chapter II.2). The calculated average extinction spectrum of the nanorod is
shown as thick black curve in Figure VI-2b(II). The contribution of the transverse and
longitudinal absorption (T- and L- band) is given as thin solid and dashed curves,
respectively. In the averaged extinction spectrum two broad but distinct bands are observed,
with the low energy band being more intense. While the high energy plasmon resonance
(T-band) calculated with the Drude model qualitatively fits the empirical data, the L-band is
strongly overstated. Similar results are also found for Cu2-xTe tetrapods, where the Drude
approach overestimates the NIR region (Figure VI-2c(II)).[39]
Notably, a better representation of the experimental results and the modeling with the
empirical dielectric function is obtained when modifying artificially the Drude model. Hereby
an additional damping term that only acts on the long wavelength region (> 1000 nm) is
included into the Drude model. This is given as follows:

(

( ))

(VI-1)

with
( )

and

(VI-2)

The outcome of this approach is given in Figure VI-4a. The green curve

indicates the averaged extinction, while dark and light grey show the contribution of the Tand the L-band, respectively. As a result of the additional damping, both bands come close in
energy resulting in a contribution of both to the plasmon resonance in the averaged spectrum.
Further, upon the additional damping the L-band broadens, resulting in a broad residual
absorption in the NIR (green curve).
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Figure VI-4 (a) Calculated (DDA) extinction spectrum of a Cu 2- x Te nanorod
(21×5 nm, 2 nm tip radius) in TCE after using an artificially -damped Drude-like
dielectric function. The longitudinal and transverse plasmon bands are given in
grey and black curves, respectively; and the averaged extinction spectrum in
light green. (b) In order to facilitate comparison, the experimental spectrum
(black curve) together with the damped (light g reen curve) and usual Drude
model (blue curve) is included.[39]

The findings obtained from the modified Drude apporoach are consistent with the results
obtained when using the empirical dielectric function (as discussed above, Figure VI-2b(II))
and suggest that the Drude model with additional damping better describes the experimental
results. While the usual Drude overstates the NIR absorption and results in two pronounced
bands (Figure VI-4b, blue curve), the Drude model with the additional damping (Figure
VI-4b, green curve) demonstrates a qualitatively better agreement with the experimental
results (Figure VI-4b, black curve). This suggests that the nanorods experience a significant
damping for oscillations above 1000 nm.[39]
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As a third approach the extinction spectra of the three different shapes have been simulated by
using the Lorentz model, which treats the carriers as localized oscillators with a frequency ΩL.
The Lorentz dielectric function is described as follows:

(

)

(VI-3)

Similar to the Drude model, also the Lorentz dielectric function has been fitted to the
experimental spectrum of the 9 nm Cu2-xTe spheres. The best fitting parameters are
-

= 8.4, Δε = 1, ΓL = 1 eV, and ΩL = 1.2 eV. These were also used to model the

extinction spectra of the rods and tetrapods. In Figure VI-2 (panel III) the extinction spectra as
obtained with the Lorentz dielectric function for all three shapes are given. The three spectra
are dominated by a broad band at ~990 nm for the sphere, 1003 nm for the rod and 1020 nm
for the tetrapod and have a very similar shape. T- and L- band in the rod shaped spectrum
(Figure VI-2b(III), thin solid and thin dashed line, respectively) are very close in energy
(T-band: 985 nm, L-band:1015 nm), and both contribute to the resonance band in the
averaged spectrum (Figure VI-2b(III), thick solid line). These findings are consistent with the
results from the empirical dielectric function. Further, the results from the Lorentz modeling
represent the weak shape dependence as observed in the experiment. Nevertheless, the region
of the broad extinction above 1200 nm, as seen in the experimental spectra of the elongated
structures is not represented with the Lorentz model.[39]
The results obtained with the Drude, the Drude damped, and the Lorentz model are
interpreted in the following way: With the standard Drude model the set of data for all three
NC shapes cannot be described properly. Mainly, for the elongated structures, the region
above 1200 nm is overstated by the Drude model, resulting in a broad peak ascribed to the
L-band. This in contrast is not observed in the experimental spectrum. Nevertheless, a strong
L-band is indicative and very characteristic for Drude-like free carriers, as they are present for
instance in gold (compare chapter II.2). The introduction of an artificial damping term into the
Drude model at longer wavelength allows the suppression of the L-band in the calculated
spectra, leading to an overall better agreement with the experiment. This suggests a strong
damping of the holes in the elongated structures. Further, the weak shape dependence of the
experimental extinction spectra is better described by the Lorentz model of localized quantum
oscillators, which is understood by the fact that the Lorentz model assumes localized carriers.
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The electric fields induced by such carriers are not strong, thus, the extinction depends only
weakly on the NC’s shape. This indicates an essential degree of localization of the holes in
those NCs. Nevertheless, this model does not sufficiently describe the increased extinction
above ~ 1200 nm.[39]

Figure VI-5 Extinction spectra of Cu 2- x Se spheres and nanorods (orange curves);
and Cu 2- x S spheres and nanorods (dark yellow curves). The spectra of the
nanorods in both cases show similar extinction spectra as the Cu 2- x Te nanorods
with a plasmon resonance at 1182 nm (Cu 2- x Se) and 1128 nm (Cu 2- x S nanorods)
and a broad residual extinction to the NIR, interpreted as a result from a
significant damping of the L-band. Further, a very weak shape dependence is
observed. Note that both spheres, Cu 2 - x Se and Cu 2- x S, were prepared via one-pot
synthesis, while Cu 2- x Se and Cu 2- x S nanorods were obtained by Cd 2 + /Cu + from
pre-formed CdSe/S nanorods, in analogy to the Cu 2- x Te NCs presented
throughout the manuscript.[39]

The conclusions drawn so far are based on results obtained from Cu2-xTe NCs. Nevertheless,
similar properties are expected for the entire family of copper chalcogenides. In Figure VI-5
the experimental extinction spectra of Cu2-xS and Cu2-xSe nanospheres and nanorods are
shown. All spectra are dominated by an increasing absorption to the blue, due to the interband
transitions, and plasmon resonances further in the NIR. The elongated nanorods show a broad
extinction farther in the red, very similar to the extinction spectra of the rod shaped Cu2-xTe
NCs and interpreted as a result from significant damping. Further, a similar weak shape
dependence as demonstrated for Cu2-xTe NCs is observed. This suggests again an essential
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degree of localization of the holes in those NCs and, thus, that the Lorentz-type behavior of
holes is a general property of copper chalcogenide NCs.[39]
Localization of carriers in bulk semiconductors with disorder has undergone an intensive
study in the past. It has been shown that disordered bulk semiconductors can exhibit a socalled mobility edge.[153] Electron states below the mobility-edge energy in the conduction
band of n-type semiconductors are localized, i.e., all hole states above the mobility edge in the
valence band of a p-type semiconductor. With the Fermi energy close to the mobility edge an
essential part of the carriers in a semiconductor is expected to be localized.[153] The
measured plasmonic responses of copper chalcogenide NCs, demonstrating weak shape
dependence, are believed to show an essential degree of localization, too. Thus, the concepts
of bulk disordered semiconductors might also be applicable to nanostructures provided that
the localization length of the carrier is shorter than the size of the nanostructure. The given
results suggest that the Drude-like picture does not describe the experimental observations
adequately and is not sufficient to understand the optical response of Cu2-xTe and similar
NCs. Further investigations in this direction are needed.[39]
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VI.3 Shape dependent near-field properties of
Cu2-xTe nanocrystals
For the investigation of the near-field properties of Cu2-xTe NCs of the three different shapes
we come back to the empirical dielectric function, as discussed at the beginning of this
chapter. In Figure VI-6 the near-field enhancement (NFE) maps for all three shapes
investigated are given.

Figure VI-6 Near-field enhancement maps for (a) a Cu 2 - x Te sphere (d = 9 nm)
excited at λ ma x = 943 nm, (b) a nanorod (length x width, LxW = 21x5 nm) excited
at λ ma x = 933 nm for the T-band (I), and λ m a x = 1074 nm for the L-band (II), and
(c) a tetrapod (LxW = 12x5 nm) excited at λ m a x = 1007 nm. The excitation
wavelength are chosen according to their respective resonance frequencies as
determined from Figure VI-2(I).[39]

The Cu2-xTe sphere (Figure VI-6a) has been excited at its resonance wavelength (943 nm) and
confirms the dipolar character that has been assumed when fitting the Mie resonance in the
dipolar approximation. The NFE maps of the nanorods show a dipolar pattern across the
nanorod axis when excited at 933 nm, corresponding to the maximum of the T-band, and a
dipolar near field pattern along the nanorod axis when excited at 1074 nm (L-band, Figure
VI-6b(I) and (II), respectively). The NFE map of the 12×5 nm tetrapod (excitation at
1007 nm), shows a dipole in the plane of excitation mainly located at the tip of the excited
arm with part of it scattered into another arm (Figure VI-6c). In all three morphologies the
NFE factors for Cu2-xTe NCs are very low with enhancements for the sphere and T-band in
the rod of around 2, and the L-band and tetrapod of ~3. The L-band in the nanorods shows a
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30 times lower NFE with respect to plasmonic nanorods of the same dimensions (refer to
chapter II.2). This can be explained by a ca. 100× lower carrier density for Cu2-xTe.[26]
However, carrier localization is envisaged to have an essential influence also on the near field
properties and to be responsible for the low NFE factors.[39]

VI.4 Chapter summary
In this chapter, a straightforward strategy for the synthesis of Cu2-xTe NCs of well-defined
morphologies (spheres, rods and tetrapods) via cation exchange with Cu+ from pre-formed
CdTe NCs has been presented. This allowed for the first time the synthesis of plasmonic
material of unusual shapes, such as tetrapods. As this process occurs along with morphology
preservation any other shape is envisaged to be conceivable. In all synthesized Cu2-xTe NCs
pronounced plasmon bands in the NIR are found. A weak shape dependence of the plasmon
resonances has been observed, which is an unusual finding for plasmonic material.[39] DDA
modeling with the standard Drude model, does not appropriately describe all three
morphologies investigated herein. In particular the L-band in the elongated structures is
overstated. The modeling with an empirical dielectric function shows a qualitative good
agreement with the experimental results and demonstrates that the transverse and longitudinal
bands in the rods overlap in energy.[39] Similar results are obtained when an artificial
damping term is introduced in the Drude model, suggesting that the carrier oscillations in the
rods experience a significant damping above ca. 1000 nm. Further, the weak shape
dependence obtained when using the Lorentz model indicates that carriers in the valence band
of Cu2-xTe experience partial localization. This is regarded as a common property for the
entire copper chalcogenide family.[39] In conclusion, these results demonstrate a route for the
preparation of Cu2-xTe NCs of well-defined morphologies. Combined with thorough
theoretical investigations, a deeper insight and a clearer picture of the influencing factors on
the optical resonance in copper chalcogenide NCs are provided.
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VII. Conclusions and outlook

Within this work extensive experimental evidence has been given to unambiguously identify
the plasmonic nature of vacancy doped copper chalcogenide NCs. It has been shown that
heavy vacancy doping, with carrier densities of ~1021cm-3, leads to intense localized surface
plasmon resonances (LSPRs) in the near infrared (NIR). The chemical control over the degree
of doping allows a reversible tuning of those plasmon resonances and highlights this material
system over conventional plasmonic material. While typical plasmonic characteristics of the
LSPR in copper chalcogenide NCs have been confirmed within this work, a deviation from
the usual Drude model was found. Further, the weak shape dependence of the plasmon
resonances in vacancy doped copper chalcogenide NCs indicates an essential degree of
localization of the carriers.
The decisive assignment of the NIR resonances in copper chalcogenide NCs to LSPRs has
been given by probing typical plasmonic characteristics. The refractive index sensitivity of
the LSPR, for example, is a characteristic of plasmonic material.[25] In copper chalcogenide
NCs this sensitivity has been demonstrated by transferring Cu2-xS and Cu2-xSe NCs into
different media.[34] The observed red-shift with increasing refractive index of the solvent is
indicative for an LSPR.[25] Moreover, through shape dependent investigations, the intrinsic
size effect of the LSPR in Cu2-xS NCs below ~4.5 nm has been demonstrated.[34,44] Detected
as a red-shifted and broadened resonance with decreasing NC size, the well established effect
of surface scattering is represented.[62,63] LSPRs show very characteristic dynamics on an
ultrashort

time

scale;

these

can

be

detected

with

femtosecond

pump-probe

spectroscopy.[73,74] While probing the NIR resonance in copper chalcogenide NCs, typical
plasmon dynamics have been identified. The observed initial rise is indicative for the carrier
thermalization after excitation with an intense laser pulse. The following two step decay is
assigned to elevated temperatures of the carrier gas (first decay) and the lattice (second decay)
that relax via carrier-phonon and phonon-phonon scattering, respectively. [34,73,74] At last,
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interparticle plasmon coupling has been demonstrated in extremely monodisperse Cu2-xS
NCs. Notably, this has been observed in highly ordered, self-assembled superlattice arrays,
demonstrating a red-shifted LSPR with respect to the non coupling particles.[39] While
plasmon coupling is a well-studied phenomenon,[140] it has been shown for the first time in
this work for plasmonic copper chalcogenide NCs. The exceptionally high degree of shape
control, as given in vacancy doped semiconductor NCs, turns out to be extremely
advantageous, as self-assembly delivers an effective route for the investigation of interparticle
plasmon coupling. Taken together the results presented above demonstrate key attributes
typical for plasmonic material and clearly identify LSPRs in copper chalcogenide NCs.
The extraordinary characteristic to hold highly tunable LSPRs and excitons in one material
highlight copper chalcogenide NCs over conventional plasmonic nanostructures. It is the
control over heavy vacancy doping within the chemical structure that delivers access to these
attractive features.[34] As demonstrated within this study, the un-doped copper chalcogenide
NCs show purely excitonic properties, while upon vacancy doping the LSPR dominates.
Triggered by the controlled oxidation or reduction, the vacancy density in the structure is
tailored, allowing a full recovery of the initial optical properties. This delivers the opportunity
to reversibly tune the LSPR over a wide range of frequencies from 1000 up to 2000 nm and
illustrates a key characteristic of copper chalcogenide NCs.[34] An influence of the LSPR
formation on the excitonic properties has been uncovered. A loss in oscillator strength of the
excitonic transition, a quenching of PL, and an ultrafast component dominating the PL
lifetime might be explained by an Auger type recombination due to the high charge carrier
density in the NCs. However, a partial influence of the energy transfer from the exciton to the
plasmon is also conceivable, emphasizing copper chalcogenide NCs as a material system for
the investigation of exciton plasmon interactions.[34] An exact evaluation of the observed
processes would require probing both, the excitonic and plasmonic properties separately, by
means of time resolved spectroscopy. Structurally the controlled tailoring of the copper
vacancy density has been shown to come along with a concomitant change in the crystal
phase from the copper deficient to the un-doped phases and vice versa.[34] This control over
the copper vacancy formation delivers the exceptional opportunity to reversibly tune the
excitonic and the plasmonic properties in vacancy doped copper chalcogenide NCs.
A detailed theoretical study on the shape dependent optical properties of copper chalcogenide
NCs, in particular Cu2-xTe, suggests that the carriers, responsible for the formation of the NIR
resonance, cannot be treated as fully free.[39] This conclusion has been drawn by comparing
experimental with theoretical results based on the DDA. In particular, the Drude model fails
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to represent the entire set of shapes investigated (spheres, rods, and tetrapods) herein. To be
more precise, it overstates the longitudinal plasmon resonance in the elongated structures, a
feature that, indeed, is not observed in the experiment.[39] A strong L-band, however, is
indicative for Drude-like free carriers.[62] Remarkably, the Drude model with an artificial
damping term acting on the long wavelength region only leads to a better description of the
experiment. This suggests that the carriers in the elongated structure experience additional
damping.[39] Moreover, the weak shape dependence as observed in the experimental spectra
is unusual for plasmonic material and is better represented by the Lorentz model. This is
understood, as the Lorentz model assumes localized carriers, which induce only weak electric
fields and thereby result in a weak shape dependence of the extinction band. This indicates
that the carriers in copper chalcogenide NCs experience partial localization. These
conclusions were drawn for the entire family of copper chalcogenide NCs, and may also be
responsible for the lower near-field enhancement (NFE) factors in the anisotropic particles
with respect to gold.[39] Considering that the ionic crystal lattices of copper chalcogenide
NCs is governed by anisotropic effects, the need for anisotropy dependent investigations of
the plasmon resonance is required to understand the observed experimental results.[40,103]
Finally, the straightforward strategy for the synthesis of Cu2-xTe NCs of well-defined
morphologies via ion exchange, demonstrated the synthesis of unusual plasmonic shapes,
such as tetrapods, that have not been feasible to produce so far.[39]
The unique structure dependent optical characteristics of copper chalcogenide NCs were
uncovered within this work, opening the route toward their application in plasmonics related
fields. One can envisage the use of copper chalcogenide NCs in photothermal therapy,
benefiting from their tunable NIR plasmon resonances. The exact tailoring allows to cover the
optimum window for this application, i.e., in the range of frequencies, where a high
transparency of tissue, blood, and water is found.[27] Further, copper chalcogenide NCs
provide the optimum size to prevent excretion by the body, while still exhibiting LSPRs in the
NIR.[21] Indeed, Cu2-xSe NCs have already been successfully implemented for use in
photothermal therapy.[21] Another particularly interesting application is the use of plasmonic
copper chalcogenide NCs in surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS). Despite the
comparably low NFE factors of copper chalcogenide NCs, the precise shape control as
demonstrated in this study might allow the defined tailoring of hotspots, making them
interesting candidates as SERS substrates.[22,59] Further, the ability of copper chalcogenide
NCs to exhibit excitons and plasmons within one structure might deliver a material system
that forms the basis for the investigation of exciton plasmon interaction. However, the high
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tendency of oxygen induced plasmon formation and exciton quenching as presented within
this study has to be taken into account for the prospective use of Cu2-xS NCs as absorbers in
photovoltaic applications.[92,93]
To conclude, the results presented in this work provide a clearer picture of the plasmonic
properties of vacancy doped copper chalcogenide NCs, which are strongly correlated to their
structural characteristics. This thorough investigation has benefited from the chemical
synthesis techniques based on semiconductor nanoscience, which allows the production of
precise shapes, compositions and highly monodisperse sizes, an advantage over conventional
plasmonic material. The combination of optical spectroscopy and structural characterization
with theoretical modeling provided a deep insight on the structure dependent plasmonic
properties of vacancy doped copper chalcogenide NCs.
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A.1. Structural characterization of copper chalcogenide nanocrystals
The structural characterization of the copper deficient copper chalcogenide NCs (as discussed
in chapter IV) will be given in the following. For XRD experiments typically 5 μL of a
20 mg/mL NC dispersion was drop casted onto a glass substrate which was pre-heated on a
hot plate to allow the solvent to evaporate faster.

Figure A - 1 XRD data for copper deficient (x > 0) (a) Cu 2- x S NCs (d = 5 nm), (b)
Cu 2- x Se NCs (d = 12 nm), and (c) Cu 2- x Te NCs (a = 5 nm) (black curves), together
with the respective stick powder reference pattern (blue curves).

Figure A - 1 shows the XRD patterns for copper deficient (x > 0) (a) Cu2-xS NCs (d = 5 nm),
(b) Cu2-xSe NCs (d = 12 nm), and (c) Cu2-xTe NCs (a = 5 nm) (black curves) together with the
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respective stick powder reference pattern (blue curves). Cu2-xS NCs can be assigned to Cu1.97S
with x = 0.03, Cu2-xSe NCs to Cu1.8Se with x = 0.2 and Cu2-xTe NCs to Cu1.4Te with x = 0.6.
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A.2. Ligand induced disassembly of Cu2-xS superlattices
The experimental details describing the ligand induced disassembly, as discussed in chapter
IV.2, are given in the following. To induce the disassembly of the Cu2-xS NCs typically 40 μL
of OAm were added to a 2 mL dispersion of the superlattices in toluene. Bath sonication and
mild heating (ca. 40 °C) for several minutes resulted in stable colloidal dispersions of non
close packed Cu2-xS NCs. The addition of ligands in excess forces the disassembly of the
NCs. The high concentration of ligands leads to a binding to the NCs surface and can be
understood in terms of ligand exchange. This allows the stabilization of single NCs, in turn
leading to their dispersion into the solution.

Figure A - 2 FTIR spectrum of Cu 2- x S NCs (a) before, and (b) after ligand
exchange. (a) Typical resonances of the S-H vibration at 2555 and 2665 cm - 1 ,
are replaced by (b) the vibration of NH 2 and N-H at 1568 cm - 1 , and 3500 and
3300 cm - 1 , respectively.[115]

The ligand exchange from DDT (after synthesis) to OAm (after redispersion) was confirmed
by FTIR measurements. Figure A - 2a shows the FTIR spectrum of the as-synthesized Cu2-xS
NCs self-assembled into close packed superlattice arrays, with modes at 2555 and 2665 cm−1
characteristic of the S−H vibration.[115] This proves that DDT acts as a capping ligand
during synthesis. This vibrational pattern is no longer present in the FTIR spectrum after the
addition of OAm (Figure A - 2b) instead a −NH2 scissoring mode at 1568 cm−1 and the
antisymmetric and symmetric vibration modes of −N−H are observed between 3500 and 3300
cm

−1

.[115] These findings indicate a ligand exchange from DT to OAm occurs after the

addition of an OAm excess. Taken together the results confirm that the addition of OAm in
excess triggers NC disassembly due to ligand exchange from DDT and thereby stabilize the
NCs in solution.
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A.3. Fluorescence quantum yield
The fluorescence quantum yield (chapter V) was derived from equation (VII-1). The
fluorescence quantum yield Φi of a compound i is determined relative to that of a standard s
with known fluorescence quantum yield Φs. The fluorescence quantum yield Φi is given as:
(

)∫

(

)

(

)∫

(

)

(VII-1)

with fx(λex) = 1 – 10–Ax(λex) and Ax(λex) the absorbance for x = i, s. The absorbance of Cu2S NCs
in toluene and the reference IR140 in ethanol was adjusted to be equal at the excitation
wavelength (λex = 614 nm, Figure A - 3). Then, fluorescence spectra of both solutions were
measured. The fluorescence quantum yield has been corrected for the different solvent
refractive indices (n).

Figure A - 3 Extinction spectra of Cu 2 S NCs (x = 0) in toluene (black solid line)
together with the reference spectrum IR140 (black dashed line; not normalized)
and PL spectra (red lines, respectively), normalized to the maximum.
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A.4. Optical characterization of the as-prepared CdTe NCs for the use in
ion exchange to Cu2-xTe
The TEM images of the as-prepared CdTe NCs are depicted in the insets of Figure A - 4 (a-c)
together with the corresponding absorption spectra. All absorption spectra show characteristic
sharp features assigned to excitonic transitions in the quantum confined CdTe NCs.

Figure A - 4 Absorption spectra of CdTe NCs (a) spheres, (b) rods, and (c)
tetrapods together with representative TEM images.
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A.5. Characterization of the ion exchange process

Figure A - 5 Representative TEM images of CdTe NCs before (left image) and
after ion exchange (Cu 2- x Te, right image). The inset shows an HRTEM
micrograph displaying the crystallinity of the Cu 2- x Te NCs after ion exchange.

The ion exchange process is sketched in Figure A - 5. TEM images of the NCs before and
after ion exchange depict the shape preservation from CdTe to Cu2-xTe NCs, with an HRTEM
micrograph demonstrating the crystallinity of the ion exchanged Cu2-xTe NCs (Figure A - 5).
Figure A - 6a) and b) depict the optical characterization of the initial CdTe NCs dispersion
(orange curves) and the ion exchanged Cu2-xTe NCs solution (dark red curves). The
absorption spectrum of a diluted solution of CdTe NCs is given in Figure A - 6a (orange
curve). The inset shows a zoom into the region of the first excitonic peak. The excitonic peak
at 720 nm demonstrates the quantum confinement of our NCs given by the width of the NCs,
which is within the size of the exciton bohr radius of ~7.3 nm in bulk CdTe.[154] A typical
absorption spectrum of the ion exchanged Cu2-xTe NCs is given in Figure A - 6a (dark red
curve). The excitonic feature, which is characterizing the spectrum of CdTe NCs is not
present. The spectrum is dominated by a featureless profile in the visible with distinct NIR
resonances. The photoluminescence of the CdTe NC sample as given in Figure A - 6b (orange
curve) has its maximum at 740 nm (λex = 400 nm). PL from Cu2-xTe NCs is not detected after
ion exchange (compare chapter V)
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Figure A - 6 (a) Absorption, and (b) PL spectra of CdTe NCs (orange curves) and
Cu 2- x Te NCs (dark red curves), (c) XRD, (d) EDX, (e) and (f) ED of the CdTe NCs
before (orange curves) and after (dark red curves) ion ex change to Cu 2- x Te.

The ion exchange process was further confirmed by XRD analysis (Figure A - 6c). For the
initial CdTe NCs zincblende structure has been confirmed via XRD showing the main peaks
at 23.78, 39.33, 46.48, and 62.47 2θ angles corresponding to the lattice planes 111, 220, 311,
and 331, respectively. The stick reference powder XRD pattern shown in Figure A - 6c,
orange line, is that for bulk CdTe (JCPDS 85-237). The first three main peaks are also
observed in the ED micrograph in Figure A - 6e and are indexed to the 111, 220 and 311
lattice planes. The crystal structure of the ion exchanged Cu2-xTe NCs are indexed to the
hexagonal weissite crystal structure (dark red line, Figure A - 6c). Dark red bars in Figure A 6c indicate the reference powder pattern of bulk Cu2-xTe with weissite crystal structure. The
electron diffraction micrograph (Figure A - 6f) of the ion exchanged Cu2-xTe NCs shows four
distinct rings that are indexed to the 200, 023, 220, and 226 lattice planes of bulk weissite
Cu2-xTe. The results described above indicate a complete ion exchange from CdTe to Cu 2-xTe
where the shape of the NCs is preserved and a complete ion exchange is expected. This has
further been confirmed with EDX measurements on a single Cu2-xTe NC. The results are
given in Figure A - 6d and show that no Cd is present in the ion exchanged Cu2-xTe NCs
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suggesting a complete ion exchange from Cd2+ to Cu+. For Cu2-xTe NCs of various shapes, the
change from CdTe to Cu2-xTe weissite crystal structure after ion exchange is demonstrated in
all three shapes via XRD analysis as shown in Figure A - 7(a-c), together with the respective
reference pattern.

Figure A - 7 XRD pattern for (a) spheres, (b) rods, and (c) tetrapods confirming
the transformation to Cu 2- x Te NCs with weissite crystal structure.
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A.6. Extinction and FTIR spectra of Cu2-xTe nanorods (21x5 nm).

Figure A - 8 a) Extinction and b) FTIR spectra of Cu 2 - x Te nanorods (21x5 nm).
The transmission in the infrared in the FTIR spectrum does not result in a
pronounced absorption band. The broad background absorption represents the
damping at longer wavelength. Sharper peaks in the FTIR spectra correspond to
the organic ligands on the surface of the particles.
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A.7. Extinction spectrum of high aspect ratio rods (9.6)

Figure A - 9 Extinction spectra of Cu 2- x Te NCs of 5.5x48 nm (Width x Length)
with an AR of 9.6, together with a representative TEM image . Remarkably, the
spectrum strongly resembles the on e of lower AR (4.1) as given in the main text
(Figure VI-1b in chapter VI.1).
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Abbreviations
BEM

boundary element method

BZ

Brillouin zone

Cabs

absorption cross section

CB

conduction band

CdO

cadmium oxide

Cext

extinction cross section

Csca

scattering cross section

Cu2-xS

copper sulfide

Cu2-xSe

copper selenide

Cu2-xTe

copper telluride

DDA

discrete dipole approximation

DDT

dodecanthiol

DDT

dodecanthiol

DIBAH

diisobutylaluminium hydride

ED

electron diffraction

EDX

energy dispersive X-ray analysis

Eg

bandgap

FTIR

fourier transform infrared spectroscopy

HRTEM

high resolution transmission electron microscopy

IR

infrared

L-band

longitudinal plasmon resonance

LSPR

localized surface plasmon resonance

NC

nanocrystal

NFE

near-field enhancement

NIR

near infrared
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Abbreviation

OA

oleic acid

OAm

oleylamine

ODE

octadecene

PL

photoluminescence

PMMA

poly(methylmethacrylate)

PMT

photomultiplier tube

S

sulfur

SAED

small angle electron diffraction

Se

Selenium

SERS

surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy

T-band

transverse plasmon resonance

TBP

tributylphospine

TCE

tetrachloroethylene

TDPA

n-tetradecylphosphonic acid

Te

Tellurium

TEM

transmission electron microscopy

TOP

triocrylphosphine

TOPO

trioctylphosphine oxide

TTM

two temperature model

VB

valence band

XPS

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

XRD

X-ray diffraction
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